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For a while Christians considered the Soviet Union to be a great potential mission
field; nevertheless, when the door for foreign missionaries opened wide, it happened
unexpectedly. Despite thousands of missionaries and millions of dollars invested
immediately in spreading the gospel in the postcommunist world, after a short-term tide,
church growth declined back to pre-perestroika levels. The initial research during that
period demonstrated that the so-called awakening had nothing to do with the biblical
concept of repentance (i.e., a radical change of a person’s worldview), and I developed an
explanatory model of the worldview transformation in post-communist society.
The purpose of this follow-up study was to verify the extent of the accuracy of the
model in order to identify a method of effective evangelism in the Ukraine as well as in
other regions with similar tendencies of worldview shift. The research also provided
recommendations for appropriate approaches to the Christian worldview persuasion
methods required for every particular case of evangelism in the postcommunist cultural
context.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
The fall of the communist totalitarian system was a long-awaited but unexpected
event. For a while many denominations considered this area to be a great potential
mission field; nevertheless, when the door for foreign missionaries opened wide, it
happened unexpectedly. Many Western churches and missions immediately responded by
revising their missionary plans, projects, and budgets. Thousands of missionaries and
millions of dollars went to the new mission field for the sake of spreading the gospel in
the postcommunist world (Sawatsky 30).
By all appearances the sowers came to soil that had long been waiting for the
seeds, and the immediate harvest was abundant. The former Soviet Union demonstrated a
quickening of keen interest for everything “spiritual”: religious teachings, the Bible,
traditions, and rituals. The influx of people to the church resembled an avalanche. In
those days evangelists could just go out into the street and shout, “Jesus loves you!”
Immediately a crowd of people would surround them and grab evangelistic booklets out
of their hands. The next day one in five people who heard the shout would come to
church, and out of them half would respond to the call for repentance (Golovin,
Библейская стратегия 5). One could pitch a tent on the outskirts of a city, and people
would come all by themselves and beg for some religious literature. People quickly filled
churches. Everyone had a chance to hear the good news at least once. When asked in
public opinion polls, 80 percent of the population declared themselves believers (Sipko
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34). All of a sudden the former Soviet Union, the former stronghold of atheism, turned
into the most believing country in the world.
The illusion was that the long-awaited awakening is finally here; however, just a
few years passed, and the tide of interest disappeared as if it had never existed. After the
sudden attendance upsurge in church in the beginning of the nineties, the response
number went to a level lower than it was at the period prior to the collapse of
communism (Sipko 34). Planters sowed an enormous amount of seed, and the first young
crops were so plentiful. If the number of sowers grew, one could logically expect the
harvest to multiply as well; however, the result was the opposite. The harvest happened to
be an illusion.
The problem is that the church often mistakes the outward appearance for the real
harvest. This outward appearance is a side effect rather than the desired result.
Considering the ratio of the outcome to the investment in human resources, finances,
printed materials, education, and other efforts, the long-awaited evangelization in the
countries of the former Soviet Union was the greatest failure of the Church in the
twentieth century (Levoushkan 27).
At the highest tide of the awakening, I completed an initial study to find out why
the methods of mass missionary activity of the last decade of the twentieth century in the
Ukraine did not affect people’s worldview despite the change of their identity from
unbelievers to believers. The study became a motivation for developing an explanatory
model of the worldview transformation in Ukranian postcommunist society (Golovin,
Мировоззрение 52). The main reason for the shortcomings of the traditional Western
evangelistic methods in Eastern Europe is related to the fact that they are far away from
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biblical practice. One will never find in the Scriptures most of the common elements of
the evangelism of today: the Four Spiritual Laws, the invitation “to make a decision for
Christ” or to open the door of one’s heart to Jesus, the altar call, or the repentant sinner’s
prayer. All these practices have no direct connection with Scripture; they are rooted in
traditions developed in historical Western culture. When those traditions are taken away
from the cultural ground where they were developed, they turn into para-spiritual
techniques or technologies. In order to reach peoples of former communist countries, the
Church should return to biblical methods of evangelism and develop applications of those
biblical methods appropriate for the exact context of each particular regional subculture.
Furthermore, the failure of evangelism in Eastern Europe could be a timely
warning to missions in the West itself. If the biblical relevance of the traditional methods
depends on the cultural context, then the current postmodern culture shift may make these
methods irrelevant even in the countries of their origin.
One verse in the Bible has Jesus knocking on a door, not of somebody’s heart but
of the Church. This Church is quite comfortable with its own programs and projects. It
keeps itself busy by answering questions nobody asks and by dreaming of awakening.
The Church should decide either to wake up and let Jesus in or to keep sleeping in a
comfortable setting of homemade traditions.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to survey national Christian leaders in the Ukraine
in order to test the accuracy of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society.
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Research Questions
In order to fulfill the purpose of this study the following questions were identified.
Research Question #1
To what extent does the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society correspond to the actual
processes in the society during the decade following the Soviet Union’s collapse?
Research Question #2
What specific components of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society represent the actual
situation most adequately?
Definition of Terms
For the sake of uniformity and clarity, the key terms of this study are defined in
the following way.
General Terms
The following terms are used in their general meaning and include all possible
semantic variations.
Evangelism is any activity, action, event, project, program, intercourse, contact,
conversation, discussion, debate, address, or correspondence—either formal or
informal—having a direct or indirect intention of communicating the good news of Jesus
Christ.
Worldview is a complex system of either conscious or unconscious general
comprehensive conceptions of the world and of the self. It includes core beliefs, values,
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and epistemological axioms, as well as the ideas on the meaning and purpose resulting
from those conceptions.
Christian worldview is based on the major conceptions and beliefs on which
mainstream Christian groups generally agree.
Particular Terms
The following terms are used in their particular specific meaning and do not
imply other semantic variations.
Conversion is, in accordance with the Greek etymology of the term, either an
instant event or a progressive process of change in worldview.
Repentance is one’s conversion into the Christian worldview.
Worldview persuasion (or persuasion) is an intentional direct or indirect challenge
of someone’s worldview.
As one can see from the given set of definitions, within this study repentance is
understood as a particular (namely Christian) case of conversion, and in some particular
cases evangelism is equal to the Christian worldview persuasion.
Worldview types are certain worldviews in relation with the reaction to acceptance
of the gospel of Christ. The worldview type names (Gentiles, Jews, infants, the faithful)
are analogical terms only. They are not connected directly with a person's ethnic identity,
age, or religious fidelity
Avoided Terms
The following terms directly related to the study were avoided intentionally
because of the difference of their modern common traditional understanding from the
aspects discussed in the study.
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Contextualization. According to Dean Flemming, “[c]ontextualization has
proved to be a slippery word. No doubt its very popularity has contributed to the
fuzziness of its meaning” (18). “Some popular understandings of contextualization have
equated context [original emphasis] with human culture and contextualizing process with
the communication of the Christian message from home culture to a different one” (19),
while the context “might be defined by a variety of bondaries: regionality, nationality,
culture, language, ethnicity, social and economic status, political status, education,
gender, age, religious and theological tradition, worldview or values” (20). Because the
study deals with the worldview aspect only within the society more or less uniform in
other elements of context, the term is going to be avoided to reduce a possibility of
confusion.
Apologetics. $ POLOHJB, a logically grounded presentation of the case, is
imprescriptible element of Christian witnessing; however, modern understanding of the
term supposes the “discipline that deals with a rational defence [emphasis mine] of
Christian faith” (Geisler 37). Because the study deals with the offensive rather than
defensive approach, it uses more general term evangelism.
Context
Several factors impacted the context of the study.
Immediate Historical Context
Ideological indoctrination of the people in the principles of communism,
Marxism-Leninism, evolutionary Darwinism, scientism, and philosophical naturalism
was a dominant social strategy of the state in the Soviet Union. Secular humanism along
with militant atheism was the state-supported religion. Political leaders of the country
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were systematically brainwashing entire populations with the doctrines of the naturalistic
worldview through the state system of compulsory high school education.
The official Russian Orthodox Church during the communist period had a
marginal but, except for the persecution periods in twenties, thirties, and sixties, stable
position with no formal membership. At the same time, all kinds of Protestantism were
semi-legal. All forms of public evangelism were virtually illegal, and active Christians
persecucions was common. The state-created and KGB-controlled formal denomination
of evangelical Christians-Baptists, outnumbered other Protestant groups. An artificial
merging of evangelical Christians and Baptists into one union produced it’s orinin in
1944. Some Pentecostal groups had to join it in 1945 and some Mennonites in 1963
(Mazourkova, “Евангельские христиане-баптисты”). As a result, the word Baptists has
lost its denominational and doctrinal meaning; it became a generalized term for all
Christian groups who did not belong to the traditional denominations of Russian
Orthodox, Roman Catholic, or Greek Catholic Churces.
After the collapse of the Eastern Block and Soviet Union in 1989-91, Russia and
the Ukraine continued to have some sociocultural uniformity for more than a decade. The
Ukraine was the primary geographic area of this research.
A Researcher-Developed Model of the Postcommunism Awakening
Trying to figure out the problem with the missions in the former Soviet Union
after the collapse of communism, to understand the current status, and to provide the
recommendations for more effective evangelism in the region for both national
evangelists and foreign missionaries, I have developed an explanatory model of the
worldview transformation dynamics in the society. While traditional approaches to
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evangelism treated a society as built of two categories of persons—believers and
unbelievers—I decided to look on the situation in the context of four worldview types.
Worldview Categories Scale
To provide a model for the dynamics of the postcommunism awakening illusion, I
proposed to use four biblical basic worldview categories—Gentiles, Jews, infants, and the
faithful (Golovin, Библейская стратегия 10-15)—as a sort of scale. One end goes
toward minus infinity, towards complete departure from God; the other end of the line
goes towards positive infinity, complete unity with him (see Figure 1.1).
A zero point on the scale represents the conversion point. After all the analogy is
not bad because the Bible does speak of conversion as a turning point. A person’s attitude
toward Christ is negative before conversion and positive after it. One really needs to turn
into zero, to realize complete insignificance before God, and put all hopes upon him and
not upon oneself or somebody or something else. As mentioned earlier, the word

MFTBNOJB does mean a complete turnaround, a U-turn of the mind or radical change in
the person’s worldview. Not without reason, all of the traditional evangelism methods are
concentrated around this point, where God grants a person forgiveness and eternal life,
justifies, cleanses, and does not count the sin any more.

Gentiles
–∞

Jews
–1

Infants
0

The Faithful
+1

+∞

Figure 1.1. The basic worldview scale.

As discussed earlier, the worldview change is a process rather than an event, and
surrender to Christ is not the only point of drastic mind-set change on the scale. The
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worldview change from Gentile to Jew requires a conversion, MFTBNOJB, as well. This
point is conditionally marked at the scale as negative 1 for visualization’s sake. Another
special point, often referred to as commitment, is the point of conversion from infant to
the faithful. It is marked as positive 1.
The Fuel Analogy of the Mission Field
Because Ukrainian culture is rather Eastern in its essence, an inductive approach
is more common in its thinking; therefore, analogies are helpful for understanding
concepts. After all, analogy is the way Jesus taught his disciples, and his followers will be
faithful to his methods by using analogies as well. An analogy with automobile engine
where fuel represents people helps with explaining the application of the basic worldview
scale to a missionary field.
Following the model of Figure 1.1, those on the far right, the faithful, are the fuel
that works in the engine’s cylinders, providing the motion. The infants are the carburetor
where the fuel is treated with air (i.e., the Spirit—wonderful that in Greek the word is
practically the same) until brought to the required condition, to the state when it can do
the work effectively. The Jews are the fuel tank. From here the fuel has access to the
carburetor.
Finally, the Gentiles are the natural resources—the crude oil still in the ground,
which still needs to be discovered, drilled, extracted, purified, and distilled. Extra efforts
need to be made is that area. No matter how good the oil is, it still needs to be drilled and
processed into gasoline.
Returning to the farming analogy, Gentiles are the type of soil that cannot yield
rich harvest without advance preparation. For them preaching of the crucified Christ is
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foolishness (1 Cor. 1:23). No matter how rich the microelement content of the soil, if it is
paved with the rocks of unbelief on top, sowing there is pointless without breaking the
ground up first.
Statistical Expectations on the Normal Distribution of Worldviews
In order to build a visual model of what actually happened with the harvest in
postcommunist countries, one needs to apply the basics of probability theory to the
situation.
Normal or Gaussian distribution performs given random parameter probabilities
dispersion graphically (Mazourkova, Нормальное распределение). It is graphically
portrayed by a bell-shape curve also known as the Gaussian curve (see Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. The curve on the Gaussian (normal) distribution of random parameter
probabilities dispersion.

Any random variable parameter normally has such a distribution of probabilities.
Applying it to the basic worldview scale, one would naturally expect that the same curve
describes a standard distribution of people in any society (see Figure 1.3). Nevertheless,
the width of this bell and the position of its maximum will vary at different times and in
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different countries. For instance, a religious awakening in a given society causes the bell
to shift to the right, while secularization shifts it to the left. In the same way,
consolidation of the society makes the bell shape become steeper, while growth of
pluralism makes it wider.

Figure 1.3. A possible normal worldview distribution in a given society.

Evangelism Approach Response Differences
Accordingly with the different placement of the maximum of the Gaussian
distribution at different periods in history, the majority of people will respond differently
to different methods of evangelism within the same society. One could take North
America for example. As an example, for many years the good news spread in North
America without hindrance, and the distribution of the statistical expectation was normal.
If my outsider’s understanding is correct, two hundred years ago, when the significant
part of the population could be classified as infants according to their worldview, the
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sermon “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” by Jonathan Edward became a sufficient
trigger for the Great Awakening. All the terms and concepts used in the message were
within people’s worldview framework: They understood they were sinners, they knew
who God is and about his wrath, and they just needed to be reminded of its ramifications.
One hundred years later, a significant worldview shift occurred however. The
majority of the population were now Jews by their worldview. At that time the popular
gospel tracts under the general slogan “God Loves You” were the most effective means
of evangelism (Henderson 223). People knew that God exists, and they knew what real
love is. They just needed to be reminded that God is love.
As the Northern American society becomes humanistic and secularized, these
methods become less and less effective (Hunter, Church 69). More and more people
become Gentiles in their worldview. They are still told, “God loves you,” but in their
understanding the word “god” means something else, and “love” means something totally
different. Instead of asking, “Who is God?” they sometimes even ask, perplexed, “What
am I?” Somehow or other, the Gaussian distribution remains normal in North America,
but the bell shape becomes wider or steeper. In general, the bell shifts in times of spiritual
awakening to the right, and in times of society’s departure from God, to the left.
Worldview Distribution Distortion in the Soviet Union
The natural (probably more unconscious than realized) expectations of evangelists
in the former Soviet Union were for the normal worldview distribution; however, these
expectations were far from reality.
For several generations, preaching about Jesus was forbidden in the country.
Eventually, the interval where all the infants are supposed to be was empty. No one can
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remain an infant in Christ for a long time. As soon as individuals started thinking about
faith, they found themselves under serious pressure at work, in the family, and in
relationships with the people around them. They had to move along quickly, become
strong believers, and stand up for their beliefs; otherwise, they had to retreat because they
were not able to withstand this pressure. Because maturity requires time, the latter
outcome was more common than the former one. As a result, the section of the curve that
represents infants in Christ was missing as if it had been cut out. The church resembled a
family with no children.
The ministers of some churches that steadfastly went through the period of
persecutions complained privately in personal conversations:
I miss the times of persecution so much! That’s where the real church
was! Then there were only strong believers in church: everybody knew
where to go, where to sit, where to stand, when to stand up, when to sit
down, when to open the song books, when to close them. Nobody was
walking back and forth during the service. No one had uncut hair. No man
went unshaved, and no woman was uncovered by a babushka. Persons
were ready to stand up for their beliefs to the very end. It was a real,
strong church! (Golovin, Мировоззрение 56-57)
I can easily understand the feelings of the ministers, who faced new circumstances when
the church began to be filled with infants, while all of their life they used to serve at the
church of the faithful only.
Moreover, many of these individuals are infants in Christ but by no means are
young in age and are suffering from the “Nicodemus syndrome.” They have extensive
experience in various secular organizations and are trying to “squeeze” this treasure of
secular experience and knowledge through the needle’s eye into the kingdom of God.
They give advice to ministers about managing the church (Golovin, Библейская
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стратегия 17). Not every pastor appreciates that help. Infants also like asking questions.
Sometimes these questions are ones ministers have never encountered (Faust 19).
A church filled with infants is less predictable, but they are exactly what a
growing church should include. In order for the church to develop in a normal way, a
large number of young people (both spiritually and physically) should be in it because
they are the future leaders of the church. They still have to grow and master the skills of
walking with the Lord and being rooted in the Word of God. Otherwise, when the
present-day ministers leave the church (either by naturally leaving this world or by
moving someplace else), no one will be there to replace them.
The church without infants will be strong and ready for persecution, but it will
also be dying. As an oriental proverb states, “A household with children is a bazaar [i.e.,
an open market, a place of noise]; a household without children is a mazaar [i.e., a
cemetery, a place of doleful silence].” That is exactly what happened during the times of
communist persecution. Life itself was different from normal. Accordingly, the
worldview distribution was distorted from the normal as well. Practically no spiritual
infants existed in society. Those people who under normal circumstances would become
infants remained Jews (see Figure 1.4).
Coming back to the fuel analogy, during communism all of the efforts of the
Soviet authorities were aimed at not allowing the fuel to reach the cylinders and go
through the carburetor. To influence the faithful was impossible for the officials—the
saints who acknowledged the heavenly authority to be the highest one, just as saints
should do. Those, who under normal circumstances (see Figure 1.4, as a dash line) would
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be in the carburetor, still remained in the fuel tank. While the cylinders had some fuel, the
carburetor was almost dry. At the same time, the fuel tank was overfilled considerably.

Figure 1.4. A distorted worldview distribution in the Soviet Union.

Postcommunist Soviet Worldview Shift Dynamics
The situation prior to the collapse of communism was explosive. The pressure in
the fuel tank was so high that as soon as a crack was open for evangelism, the contents of
the fuel tank rushed into the carburetor and flooded it (see Figure 1.5), providing the
illusion of the mass awakening.
People who just poured into the churches were still a mission field. Using Ralph
D. Winter’s terminology (“New Macedonia” 295-97; “Task” 318), most of them were
subjects for “E-0 evangelism,” that is, “winning people to Christ who are already church
members” (“Evangelism”). Because their conversions were understood as their responses
to invitations without often challenging their worldviews, those who came to church were
not freed from their false basic beliefs. Without a worldview persuasion element in
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evangelism, the soil is not prepared for the sowing and the converts’ worldviews do not
undergo radical change (MFTBNOJB).

Figure 1.5. The worldview distribution shift in the Soviet Union after the collapse of
communism.

My experience shows that in order for a growing church to develop in a normal
way it needs to have five, maximum ten, infants in Christ for every faithful person. If the
church has more infants, then many are left out and are not given attention, teaching,
mentoring, and care. When the carburetor is flooded, the engine is not capable of
processing all of the fuel. When fuel that is not sufficiently enriched with air (the Spirit)
pours to the cylinders, the engine starts to emit smoke due to improper burning (the
burning of faith). Large amounts of fuel spill out onto the ground altogether, making the
task of collecting it and pouring it back into the fuel tank much harder.
People would come to church, but they could not find a place for themselves
there. They were not part of any meaningful fellowship within the body of believers. The
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churches were just not able to absorb such a number of neophytes (Levoushkan 27).
Apathy to any involvement with the religion replaced the curiosity. The next invitation to
the church meets the passive resistance of the kind “I’ve been there, tried it. It helps
you—great. Didn’t help me any. That’s not for me” (Golovin, Мировоззрение 59).
Of course, one can easily say these people were not seeking God sincerely
enough. If they had been seeking him harder, they would have stayed in church.
Nevertheless, they were looking for God, while God’s children, entrusted with the keys to
heaven, were not ready for the coming of this new people. The church failed to foresee
this course of events and were not ready to receive such a large number of newcomers; it
had neither ministers prepared to work with newcomers nor adequate training programs.
No soil preparation job was done.
Personal Experience
Personal experience has impacted my understanding of the situation in many
ways. I was born into an atheistic family in the Soviet Union and received a materialistic
education, absorbing all the philosophies and ideologies presented in the Soviet
educational system. After graduating as a research physicist, specializing in laser optics,
and completing advanced studies in geophysics, I headed geophysical expeditions in
Crimea, the Caucasus Mountains and in Artic. I did not have any Christians around and
my faith came not from “hearing the message” (Rom. 10:17) but from reading it. The
message of the gospel alone happened not to be sufficient for my conversion.
As a sceptical agnostic, I was interested in reading the gospel only because it was
prohibited reading. Pre-perestroika young nonconformists were finding special fun in the
risky adventure of obtaining and reading prohibited literature. I read the Gospels a couple
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of times and really enjoyed them as literature. I appreciated Luke especially for his
masterly play with the styles and art of blending humor with deep issues and John for a
sort of oriental approach to choosing words with multiple meanings. Within my
humanistic worldview, the gospel was a good novel among other novels I appreciated—
Hemingway, Vonnegut, Márquez, etc. It was just a good story. All the redemptive issues
in it were empty words for me, and I just skipped them as phrases without meaning.
As for the Old Testament, I had no interest in reading it back then—my education
brainwashed me to consider it “a fairy tale for old illiterate women.” In order to make me
read it, God sent me alone almost to the North Pole with nothing to read but the Bible a
pastor from the northernmost church at a Norwegian island gave me on the way, and I
took it just as a souvenir. After installing geophysical recording equipment, I was at the
place alone with little to do and decided that reading some fairy tales would not hurt. I
started to read from the beginning, from Genesis, and after reading only a few chapters
realized that everything I knew, from my personal experience and my science, fits with
this book. Bible was the only book that told the truth about all “earthly things,” which I
could put to the test. If I was looking for a reliable source of information on matters I
cannot test, on “heavenly things”—this was it. If I accept Genesis, I have to accept the
rest of the story. Through the first chapters of Genesis, everything I knew before from the
Gospels made personal sense. From Genesis I found out why the gospel is so important,
and why Christ came and sacrificed his life.
Thinking on why I did not see all the treasures of the gospel before reading
Genesis, I can say now: it was nonsense to me, foolishness (1 Cor. 1:23). I was a Gentile;
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I had no room for the concept of redemption in my worldview. The good news did not
make any sense to me until I found the bad news of the Fall.
Methodology
The research was a qualitative study done to verify the extent of the accuracy of
the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview transformation in
postcommunist Ukranian society in order to identify effective evangelism methods in the
country as well as in other regions with similar tendencies toward worldview shift.
Participants
Three groups of national Christian leaders (e.g., pastors, missionaries, evangelists,
church planters) represented the target population of the research
The representatives of the first group were involved in the ministry before the
communism collapse. The second group included those who became actively involved in
the ministry at the time of the so-called postcommunist great awakening and who still
continue to serve when apathy replaced evangelistic excitement and most Western
support (i.e., people and funds) was considerably reduced. The third group was the next
generation of leaders—those who became involved in the ministry after the period of the
great awakening.
Instrumentation
A researcher-designed questionnaire served as an outline for the interview of the
research population in order to study the respondents’ opinions on how much the model
is biblically grounded, to what extent it correspondents to the actual processes in the
society, on whether the “fuel analogy” of the model is appropriate, how useful it could be
for the development of appropriate evangelism methods for postcommunist societies, and
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to what extent it is applicable to world evangelism in general. The questionnaire outline
was identical for all respondents.
Data Collection
The population of the study was supplied with the booklet on the researcherdeveloped explanatory model and the initial research results. The booklet was
accompanied with the request to study it carefully, to meditate on its contents prayerfully,
and to discuss it with missionaries, church leaders, and ministry partners. After a
sufficient amount of time the population received a researcher-designed questionnaire
(see Appendix A) to evaluate their opinion of the model’s validity. The respondents who
were especially slow with their responses received the follow-up letters and phone calls,
encouraging them to not delay the process. A contact phone number and e-mail address
were provided for the clarification questions and discussion if needed. A “snowball
sampling” approach encouraged the participants to recommend others as potential
respondents.
Data Analysis
After answering the questionnaire, the respondents sent the responses by e-mail to
the third party office, where I collected them for analysis. I systematized the rating of the
model aspects by the responses for the sake of both general analysis and comparative
analysis of the rating differences in the groups. I also averaged the collected responses on
strengths and weaknesses of the model aspects.
Delimitations and Generalizability
Despite the limitation of the population of the study to a limited number of
national Christian leaders, all the respondents are those whose allegiance to the kingdom
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was tested continiously, and they proved to be faithful. Their opinions may be different
from the ones of many others who were involved in the postcommunist transformation of
the society, but their particular opinion, wisdom, and discernment are extremely
important for the evaluation of the unseen to others aspects of the processes. Moreover,
all the respondents play active role in training the next generation of Christian leaders in
former Soviet Union, and their opinions have the biggest impact on the future of the
church in postcommunist countries.
Theological Foundation
New Testament translations often (always in Russian) use the word repent as the
equivalent of two original words—MFTBMFLOMBJand MFTBNOFW . The synonyms have
different etymology and semantics. The first etymologically means a change of what one
cares about, which is exactly what happened to Judas when he saw that Jesus was
condemned (Matt. 27:3). “To change one’s mind” or “to regret” are proper equivalents
for the word; however, “to repent” is used as well (e.g., in English, Matt. 21:32 KJV;
NIV). As the research demonstrates, this meaning is the one people see most often in the
concept of repentance. Nevertheless, the Scripture associates only the second word,

MFTBNOFW with repentance as an act of conversion to Christ. Its etymologically means a
cardinal change in the way of thinking, turning the understanding of the basic principles
of life “upside down,” a revolution of the entire mind-set or transformation of the
worldview (Golovin, Мировоззрение 10).
The success of the evangelistic crusades in the twentieth-century pre-postmodern
Western culture, which is homogeneous in its basic worldview, has provided an illusion
of the two basic belief groups: those who are Christians already and those who are not
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yet. Repentance came to be understood as a common action equally applied to all
individuals of the latter group, evangelism turned into a set of simple methodologies or
even technologies.
Christians agree that repentance leads various individuals to more or less a basic
set of beliefs called the Christian worldview; however, the starting point of the process is
different for people in different cultures and societies or even in the same multicultural
pluralistic society such as the ancient Roman Empire or postmodern societies of today. In
my opinion the well-known but not always well-understood parable of the sower (Luke
8:4-15) is a key text for evangelism strategy. Following the disciples of Jesus, modern
Christians are quite satisfied with the explanation of the symbols he provided; however,
the parables of Jesus usually have a direct pragmatic application to the question, “What
do we need to do?” For this reason some authors consider a broader interpretation of the
parable as an evangelism strategy model (see Golovin, Библейская стратегия 12).
From this point of view, the parable is unlikely to mean “throw the seeds of the
Word of God everywhere without thinking, and then, come what may” because if this
interpretation were true, the followers of Jesus would not need the meaning of the parable
at all. Jesus was also not telling them to “look carefully where to sow and where not to
sow, so that you do not waste the seeds; sow only where there is good soil,” because
Jesus himself was saying that “[t]he Son of Man came to save what was lost” and “your
Father in heaven is not willing that any of these little ones should be lost” (Matt. 18:11,
14, NIV). The main point of the parable is also not that one should be looking for soil
more suitable for sowing; otherwise no one would have a chance to sow at all, because
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the world is corrupted by sin, and the Word of God is alien to it. The world naturally
rejects the Word.
I would rather agree with the authors who see the following application of the
parable to the evangelistic context: If one wants to reap an abundant harvest, one must
prepare the soil for sowing first; otherwise, the seed will not bear the desired fruit (e.g.,
Coleman, Master’s Way 71). A parable on the grain growers (see Appendix B) reflects
my understanding on how the parable of Jesus is applied to the context of postcommunist
countries.
The experience of agriculture tells that no matter how good the quality of the soil
is one cannot expect a good harvest on virgin land without preparing the soil for the
sowing beforehand. A farmer needs to plow up the virgin soil, uproot the stumps, pull up
the weeds, and remove the stones. Often the farmer must use fertilizers, drain swamps,
and strengthen the productive layer of the soil (Ham 59). Undeveloped land cannot bear
abundant fruit all by itself. “We often have to clear away rocks and pull weeds and plow
the field before we can plant; irrigation may be necessary” (Hunter, Radical Outreach
182). The same thing can be said about the world: no fertile field in it could receive the
Word of God immediately. If a rich harvest is the goal, then one needs to labor
purposefully to prepare the soil; otherwise, the expectations will fail:
There is a constant battle going on for the soil of the culture, a battle that
is rarely recognized as such because it takes place at an evolutionary pace.
It is a grand conflict, the eternal struggle, the ultimate battle—but
strangely, it has become the evangelical world’s Vietnam. Instead of being
recognized as the crucial ministry that it is, sowing has become an
unofficial war waged by unsupported, underequipped personnel who
return from daily battle unnoticed, unheralded, unworthy of the
recognition due those who serve in True Ministry [of harvesting]. (Downs)
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The church should recognize the work of the plowing and soil preparation through the
worldview persuasion as a strategically important part of evangelism. After all, the
Scripture warns, “A sluggard does not plow in season; so at harvest time he looks but
finds nothing” (Prov. 20:4), but “when the plowman plows and the thresher threshes, they
ought to do so in the hope of sharing in the harvest” (1 Cor. 9:10).
The researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview transformation in
postcommunist Ukranian society could be a cognitive, methodological, and educational
tool for effective evangelism in the country as well as in other regions with similar
tendencies toward worldview shift, depending on the extent of its accuracy. For that
reason its verification by people who were directly involved in the society transformation
processes is important.
Overview
Chapter 2 presents the biblical foundations for the study and the overview of the
literature related to it. Chapter 3 establishes the design of the research project. Chapter 4
reports the findings. Chapter 5 provides summary and discussion on the results of the
study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Biblical Foundations for Christian Persuasion
A Greek philosophy approach of separating the natural from the spiritual
influence in the early Church was always different from the Hebrew Scriptures’ sacred
naturalism teaching which considers where everything in creation as s reflection of the
Creator (Martsinkovsky). The natural versus spiritual antagonism was a worldview basis
both for the neglect of the natural realm in Gnosticism and for the denial of it in
Mysticism. The “physical was despised and the ‘supernatural’ alone valued. This
approach in its turn led to either license or asceticism, according to the predilections of
the sect in question” (Green 197). Later on the reductionist tendency led to the separation
of spiritual and intellectual areas as well.
Today “often we see churches that concentrate either on ‘power ministry’ or
‘evangelistic, apologetic, or expository ministry’” (Fernando 196). “Much evangelism
today is brash and unthinking; the intellectuals do not usually engage in it” (Green 18).
Nevertheless, the ministry of Jesus and his followers like Peter, Paul, and Stephen “was
characterized by anointing with the Spirit and intellectual persuasiveness” (Fernando
196).
The children of the kingdom, who are led by the Spirit, are called to “love the
Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind” (Matt.
22:37).
Following either [original emphasis] the intellectuals who criticize the life
of simple piety or [original emphasis] the advocates of Christian
experience who attack the life of the mind may lead to difficulty. The
gospel properly calls to the whole person. Nothing less will do. (Noll 39)
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“In evangelism, of all subjects, the intellect must never be separated from the practice”
(Green 27). If the Church practices thoughtless evangelism, it should not be surprised by
thoughtless conversions in return.
Balance of Power and Truth Manifestations
Three essential aspects of the ministry of Jesus, the Word incarnate—
manifestation of power, of obedience, and of truth—were inseparably inherent in the
ministry of the Church, the body of Christ (Golovin, Логика 22). Not surprisingly, out of
all the miracles performed by the early Church, Luke describes three of them in
particular:
•

Healing of the lame in Jerusalem by Peter and John (Acts 3:1-11);

•

Healing of the lame in Lystra by Paul (Acts 14:8-19); and,

•

Attempting by the sons of Sceva to drive out evil spirits in Ephesus (Acts

19:13-17).
In the first case all three elements—power, obedience, and truth—are entwined,
and the result is the conversion of hundreds. In the third case, power and truth are
manifested but no obedience, and the experience does not end well for the unfortunate
exorcists.
As for the second case, although the healed one has faith (which was not even
mentioned in the first case), the witnesses of the power manifestation did not encounter
the truth yet, and the procedure turns into a pagan sacrifice while the miracle-maker
himself gets stoned eventually (Golovin, Введение 151).
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“The Spirit is none other than the fulfillment of the promise that God himself
would once again be present with his people” (Fee 22). The work of the Holy Spirit
involves manifestations of both power and persuasion.
Logical Persuasion as a Work of the Holy Spirit
If one would look for the best example for the case, Pentecost was undoubtably
the greatest pneumatic event in the history of the Church. Everyone acknowledges that
the Holy Spirit revealed God’s power there in signs, miracles, and gifts; however, the
work of the Holy Spirit on the intellectually persuasive level is underestimated most of
time (Karpunin 293). Nevertheless Peter’s Spirit-led address (Acts 2:14-36) is an obvious
example of the worldview persuasion. Below is the logical structure of its content
(Golovin, Логика 5):
1. The observed nature of the phenomena can have either a natural or a
supernatural explanation.
a. Either the disciples have had too much wine, or the gathering encounters a
miracle.
b. The time is nine in the morning only.
∴ (therefore) The first possibility is improbable.
∴ This event is a supernatural encounter.
2. The meaning of the phenomena should be explained.
a. Some details of the prophecy by Joel fit the event best.
b. Joel was prophesizing about the Day of the Lord.
∴ The day of the Lord has come.
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3. The application of the conclusion should be found.
a. The day of the Lord has come.
b. The aggregate of the prophecies associates the Day of the Lord with the
Messiah’s coming.
∴ The Messiah has come!
One can imagine the excitement of the audience as they followed the speaker to
such a conclusion. Nevertheless, Peter invites the audience to be sure he proclaims the
coming of the right Messiah, not a fake one.
4. The indications of the Messiah should be clarified.
а. David wrote that God would not let his Holy One see decay.
b. The patriarch David died, and was buried, and anyone who has doubts can
go and see his tomb personally.
∴ “God had promised … that he would place one of his descendants on his
throne” (Acts 2:30).
5.1. The Messiah is going to fulfill the following:
a. He has to be David’s descendant.
b. He has to be accredited by God by miracles, wonders, and signs.
c. He has to not see decay.
d. He has to be exalted.
5.2. Jesus from Nazareth is described as the following:
a. He was a descendant of David.
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b. He “was a man accredited by God to you [emphasis mine] by miracles,
wonders and signs, which God did among you [emphasis mine] through him,
as you yourselves know [emphasis mine]” (Acts 2:22).
c. He was raised to life, “and we are all witnesses of the fact [emphasis mine]”
(Acts 2:32).
d. “Exalted to the right hand of God, he has received from the Father the
promised Holy Spirit and has poured out what you now see and hear
[emphasis mine]” (Acts 2:33).
“It is as Lord that he has ascended into heaven, and now sits in the place of
power. Such was Peter’s argument on the day of Pentecost” (Green 131). Peter builds his
argument only on facts either well-known by the audience or based on proven eyewitness
testimonies leading the audience to the following incontestable conclusion:
6. “Therefore [emphasis mine] let all Israel be assured [emphasis mine] of this:
God has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ” (Acts 2:36). The
long-awaited Messiah of the Lord has surely come, but Israel has killed the Lord’s
anointed (cf. 1 Sam. 24:11; 26:9-10, 23; 2 Sam. 1:14—the audience definitely associated
these verses with the claim above).
Everyone was aware of the effect Peter’s address had; it was extremely
persuasive. Their immediate response was to ask themselves what they should do. This
example is a perfect dialogical logics textbook lesson, and it alone is a sufficient
counterargument for any theory that excludes reasoning and persuasion from the realm of
the work of the Holy Spirit.
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Tests for Truth in the Ministry of Jesus
The expectations to find logical persuasion in the ministry of Jesus (Sarfati)—the
Logos incarnated (John 1:1; cf. 1:14), who himself is the Truth (John 14:6) and whose
words are trustworthy and true (Rev. 21:5)—would be logical. The logical tests for truth
are the effective method Jesus uses to, in Paul’s words, “demolish arguments and every
pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God” (2 Cor. 10:5). The following
are obvious examples of these basic tests for truth (Golovin, Введение 108-13).
Test for consistency. According to the test for consistency, a true statement
should not be self-contradictory:
But when the Pharisees heard this, they said, “It is only by Beelzebub, the
prince of demons, that this fellow drives out demons.” Jesus knew their
thoughts and said to them, “Every kingdom divided against itself will be
ruined, and every city or household divided against itself will not stand. If
Satan drives out Satan, he is divided against himself. How then can his
kingdom stand? And if I drive out demons by Beelzebub, by whom do
your people drive them out? So then, they will be your judges. But if I
drive out demons by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God has come
upon you. Or again, how can anyone enter a strong man’s house and carry
off his possessions unless he first ties up the strong man? Then he can rob
his house.” (Matt. 12:24-29)
In the discourse above the Pharisees falsely accuse Jesus in using wrong source of the
power for driving demons out. Jesus does not waste time for defense or accusations in
response, but demonstrates triple inconsistency of their accusations. First of all, their
accusations suppose a division of the essence of Satan; but then Satan is not dangerous
anymore and the accusations are meaningless. Next, Jesus points out that the sons of
Pharisees got the same power from him and the accusers should extend their accusations
toward their own sons, i.e., toward themselves. Finally, Jesus states that for overcoming
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Satan one should have power that surpasses the power of Satan; therefore, the Pharisees
are aware of the real source of the power Jesus uses.
Test for coherency. According to the test for coherency a true statement should
correspond to reality: “The Jews gathered around him, saying, ‘How long will you keep
us in suspense? If you are the Christ, tell us plainly.’ Jesus answered, ‘I did tell you, but
you do not believe. The miracles I do in my Father’s name speak for me’” (John 10:2425).
Here the Jews insist that the Messianic claims of Jesus are insufficient. Jesus in
response invites them to apply the test for coherency to his statements. The
correspondence of his works with his words is sufficient evidence for accepting them as
truthful statements.
Pragmatic test. According to the pragmatic test a true statement should work:
Some men brought to him a paralytic, lying on a mat. When Jesus saw
their faith, he said to the paralytic, “Take heart, son; your sins are
forgiven.” At this, some of the teachers of the law said to themselves,
“This fellow is blaspheming!” Knowing their thoughts, Jesus said, “Why
do you entertain evil thoughts in your hearts? Which is easier: to say,
‘Your sins are forgiven,’ or to say, ‘Get up and walk’? But so that you
may know that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins.…”
Then he said to the paralytic, “Get up, take your mat and go home.” And
the man got up and went home. (Matt. 9:2-7)
When the teachers of the law doubted the divine right of Jeusus to forgive sins, Jesus
offered them a testing experiment. Because the forgiveness of sins can not be observed
physically, it is not falsifiable experimentally and any impostor may claim it. Jesus offers
an observable testing experiment in exchange that no one can perfom without having
access to the power of the Creator.
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In the context of the first-century Roman Empire, where epistemological
relativism was as common as it is in the postmodern world (Thiselton 33), Jesus did not
hesitate to demolish the strongholds of false ideas by exposing them as false.
Persuasion Strategy of Jesus
Unlike most modern manipulative approaches to evangelism, the
persuasive strategy of Jesus had the goal of winning the opponent, not the
argument (Golovin, Логика 21). Non-manipulative love is at the heart of
Christian teaching (Thiselton 16-17). One can clearly see this approach in the
detailed record of Jesus’ discourse with the Sadducees (Matt. 22:23-28).
The opponents wanted Jesus to refuse his belief in resurrection by offering him an
enthymeme (an indirectly formulated syllogism) to ground their thesis by the way of
proof by contradiction:
a. Seven men were married to a woman, one after another;
b. Resurrection is truth;
∴ She is going to be married to seven men simultaneously.
The conclusion is obviously false. The first premise is true as a statement of the problem;
therefore, the second premise must be false.
The manipulative approach of the Sadducees had the goal of forcing Jesus to
accept their side. Instead of pressing them to accept his opinion, Jesus led them to
freedom from their delusion in three steps.
Finding the cause of the error. Instead of defending his own point right away,
Jesus first showed the reason his opponents made the mistake: “You are in error because
you do not know the Scriptures or the power of God” (Matt. 22:29).
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Demonstrating the error. Jesus displayed the error by showing his opponents
that the problem they offered to him as an enthymeme actually had three premises, not
two:
a. Seven men were married to a woman one after another;
b. Resurrection is truth;
c. At the resurrection people marry and are given in marriage;
∴ She is going to be married to seven men simultaneously.
The third premise is false, which is a sufficient explanation for the false conclusion.
Proclaiming the truth. These statements are ample for winning the argument but
not for winning the opponent. Nevertheless, the falsity of the third premise does not
prove the veracity of the second premise. Jesus went further in his kenosis by descending
to the opponents’ level of understanding. Because the Sadducees did not accept any
authority but Moses’, Jesus accepted their rules and refused to use any theological
foundation but the Torah in the discourse. He even limited his source of the argument
more—to the authority of the words not of Moses but of God himself. In this way he
gained common ground with his opponents. Instead of confronting their opinions, which
they considered right, with his own opinions, which they considered wrong, Jesus
demolished their wrong beliefs with their own right beliefs.
Incarnational Nature of Jesus’ Way of Persuasion
The proper way of evangelism that Jesus demonstrated is not “making them like
us” but “becoming like them” for the sake of them, of everyone. The goal of Jesus’ every
discourse was not winning the argument but building connecting bridges (Storkey) and
developing common ground with a person, which is essential to any relationship (Stanley
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and Jones 121). The model of playing on the opponent’s side of the field is crucial for the
evangelism strategy of Jesus. “In the New Testament itself we find Paul and other
missionaries making use of what is true and useful in paganism” (Green 37). The early
apologists followed this pattern, using the methods of their own opponents to attack their
wrong ideas (35). The Church “may feel safer and more comfortable playing defense on
our part of the field; however, by doing so it may not lose but also never win” (Golovin,
Введение 41).
The model of the incarnational ministry. The nature of Jesus’ way of
evangelism was completely incarnational. It was not limited to the fact of the Word
becoming flesh. His humanity was not a general universal humanity, even not an average
type of Palestinian Jewish culture humanity (Flemming 20). HeKFNOW (emptied, made
nothing, Phil. 2:7) himself to be like every person he encountered; he humbled himself to
the subculture of the interlocutor with whom he dealt. “Jesus spoke differently to the
crowds than he did to the Pharisees, differently to Nicodemus than to Peter. He tailored
his exposition of the gospel to the situation at hand” (Flemming 21). Unlike many
modern traditional evangelists, Jesus did not have one universal message formula for
everyone. His approach was always personal and focused on the core values, fears, and
beliefs of the person with whom he talked. The entire ministry of Jesus was incarnated
surrender and self-giving (Seamands 78). Personal conversations with individuals were
“at the top of the priorities list” for Jesus and, later, for the early Christians (Green 24).
One of the most obvious axiological discourses in the gospels is a conversation in
Matthew 19:16-22 with a young man of great wealth. Luke also adds that he was a ruler
(18:18), so his wealth probably secured his social status. The message of Jesus is clear:
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Any false treasure or anything someone appreciates more than the kingdom of God
separates the person from eternal life.
The wealth of the young man itself does not make Jesus add the condition to “sell
your possessions and give to the poor” to the call of “follow me,” which he offered the
first disciples unconditionally (Coleman, Master’s Way 22). Nicodemus also was a ruler
(John 3:1), and he was extremely rich (for instance, a hundred pounds of a mixture of
myrrh and aloes was an affordable purchase for him). Nevertheless, Jesus did not require
him to sell everything he had. The same kingdom message had a completely different
application for Nicodemus as an individual because his treasure was different (31).
Nicodemus relied on his knowledge, skills, and experience, and Jesus called him to
become like a newborn child. The treasure he relied on was different, so the manner in
which the same message was expressed to him was different (Hesselgrave 401).
Likewise, in the encounter with the Samaritan woman, Jesus did not require her to
sell everything she had or to be born again (the woman would definitely misinterpret that
offer made by a stranger). He replaced her false sources of meaning, security, and selfworth with real and ultimate ones (Coleman, They Meet the Master 38). “Jesus began
where she was, rather than where he wanted her to be.… In the conversation every word
Jesus used was within her recognition vocabulary, he spoke her language” (Hunter,
Radical Outreach 188-89).
Following the model of Jesus’ ministry approach. As Mark A. Noll states,
“The activity of God in human history has been laden with conceptual meanings at every
step along the way.… Christian world views are part of the gospel message from its
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earliest beginnings” (31). Spreading the same message of the kingdom, Jesus sets forth
the kenotic model Paul later follows:
Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as possible. To the Jews I became like a Jew, to
win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the law.
To those not having the law I became like one not having the law (though
I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as to win
those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I
have become all things to all men so that by all possible means I might
save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share in its
blessings. (1 Cor. 9:19-23)
The way early Christians expressed the gospel message “depended to a large extent on
their own intellectual and spiritual background and on that of their hearers” (Green 96).
“Evangelism is never proclaimed in a vacuum, but always to people, and the message
must be given in terms that make sense to them” (165). Otherwise, nobody will hear the
message evangelists spread.
Jesus as incarnate God, unlike humanity, “did not need man’s testimony about
man, for he knew what was in a man” (John 2:25). Modern evangelists do not know
exactly a person they are approaching. Nevertheless, they can practice this model as well
considering two essential aspects of the incarnational ministry.
First of all, one should remember that evangelism is not the art of speaking but an
art of listening (Golovin, Введение 40).Philip listened to the eunuch before he, literally,
“opens his mouth” (BNOJXBVEFOGJLJPPOVTOSTOMBBUTOUActs 8:35). Paul studied
the life of the people of Athens. Peter paid attention to what exactly the Jews, who
gathered for the Pentecost celebration, were blaming the apostles. This listening is where
the access to people’s hearts begins. If Christians do not listen to them, they should not
listen to Christians. When Christians do not care what troubles them, they would not
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believe that Christians care about them. If Christians are not empathetic toward others,
they will not know what help others really need. Only when Christians identify
themselves with their listeners, and when the listeners start asking questions (either
silently or out loud), only then will the time come to open the mouth (Golovin,
Библейская стратегия 37):
Conversation in the gospel’s service involves listening to the person,
listening for both meaning and feeling, and restating what the person
means and reflecting what the person feels. Russell Hale used to say that
people can’t hear until they have been heard. (Hunter, Radical Outreach
192-93)
Otherwise, a rich harvest could not be expected.
Secondly, the primary goal of listening should be finding where persons are in
their spiritual journeys. Evangelists should start conversations not with what they want to
tell but with what their interlocutors want to hear, with the questions they ask (Flemming
13). In the biblical situations already mentioned, Philip begins with Isaiah’s prophecies;
Paul with God, whom the people of Athens realize they do not know; Peter with the
suggestion that the apostles are drunk. The evangelists of the New Testament were
always looking at the situation through the eyes of their listeners (Golovin, Библейская
стратегия 37-38).
These two aspects are the starting points of the way today’s apostolic churches
communicate the gospel—“they often begin with ‘active listening’” and “they begin
where the people are” (Hunter, Church 163). This approach is the way of the incarnated
theology, the real one, because “the only worthwhile theology, after all, is one that is
translated into life” (Fee 2). The new slogan of evangelism should be the old one: “He
who answers before listening—that is his folly and his shame” (Prov. 18:13).
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Following the model of Jesus’ ministry practice. Analyzing the early Church
evangelism practices, Michael Green notes that evangelism today is “often associated
with the great public meeting. It is a remarkable fact that the early Church seems to have
made very little use of this method of communicating the gospel” (386), following the
model of its Master.
Following the model Jesus set for his disciples, the early Church was not
recruiting people to come to the evangelistic meeting on its terms, rules, and regulations.
It was being a gospel delivery service:
[The] early Christians had no churches during the first two centuries, the
time of their major expansion.… [T]hey did most of their evangelism on
what we would call secular ground. You find them in laundries, at the
street corners and in the wine bars talking about Jesus to all who would
listen. (Green 23)
Faithful to the call to be “Christ’s ambassadors” (2 Cor. 5:20), they always practiced the
incarnational kenotic model of evangelism.
Biblical Mandate for Worldview Persuasion
Scripture both persuades its readers and calls them to persuade others in the areas
of values, goals, priorities, and other aspects of their worldview.
In the Lord believers are called to reason together (Isa. 1:18) to distinguish truth
from lie (1 John 4:6) and good from evil (Heb. 5:14). The Scripture calls Christians to
give a logically grounded response (BPOLOHJB) to everyone who asks for the reason for
the hope they have (1 Pet. 3:15), to “demolish arguments and every pretension that sets
itself up against the knowledge of God” and to “take captive every thought to make it
obedient to Christ” (2 Cor. 10:5), to defend and confirm the gospel (Phil. 1:7, 17), to
contend for the faith (Jude 1:3), to be merciful to those who doubt (Jude 1:22), and to
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refute those who oppose sound doctrine (Tit. 1:9). The concept of persuasion, if applied
properly, “is not foreign for the New Testament” (Kane 567).
The accounts of Paul’s ministry recorded in Acts 17 show that he went to the
Jewish synagogue weekly (v. 2) where “he reasoned [emphasis mine] with them from the
Scriptures, explaining and proving [emphasis mine] that the Christ had to suffer and rise
from the dead,” and “some of the Jews were persuaded [emphasis mine]” (vv. 2-4). Even
for the Bereans, who “were of more noble character than the Thessalonians” and
“received the message with great eagerness,” To examine “the Scriptures every day to see
if what Paul said was true” (v. 11) was noble and appropriate:
It is interesting to note the nuance of words like diamarturesthai [Acts
2:40, 8:25, 10:42, 18:5, 23:11, etc.] “to testify strenuously,” kataggellen
[4:2, 13:5, 38, 15:36, etc.] “to proclaim forcefully,” dialegesthai [17:2, 17,
18:4, 19:8, 9, 24:25.] “to argue,” diakatelenchein [18:28] “to confute
powerfully” when applied to the apostolic evangelistic preaching.…
Primitive evangelism was by no means mere proclamation and
exhortation; it included able intellectual argument, skilful study of
Scriptures, careful, closely reasoned teaching and patient argument.
(Green 224)
The ministry of Jesus and his first disciples provide a model for the role of worldview
persuasion in ministry. Regretfully, “the whole subject of evangelism in the early Church
had been unaccountably neglected in recent years” (7).
Limits and Dangers of Biblical Worldview Persuasion
Practicing the biblical model of evangelism, the Church should remember the
need for the element of proper persuasion in evangelism. Nevertheless, evangelists
should remember certain dangers and limits the persuasion involves. Following are the
most typical ones, according to William Reitkerk.
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Defending God. The idea of defending the faith or even defending God comes
out of the superficial interpretation of 1 Peter 3:15 because the word BPOLOHJB actually
has more offensive then defensive meaning. Only one who is stronger can defend one
who is weaker.
The first and biggest error of Eve in Genesis 3 was when she accepted Satan’s
presuppositions and started to defend God within the context Satan set. By that silent
agreement to the terms of the discussion, she put herself in a higher position than the
Creator; she chose to be like God, knowing good and evil (Golovin, Введение 157).
On another occasion in the Scripture, the friends of Job were doing their best to
defend God as well, and as a result they did not speak rightly of him, as Job did (Job
42:8). The role of a Christian is not to defend God but to be his witnesses (John 3:11;
Acts 1:8; 4:20; 1 John 1:1).
Proving God. Witnesses should provide evidence for God’s existence and his
nature; nevertheless, they cannot prove him by pure reasoning. “In your light we see
light” (Ps. 36:9). God gives understanding to human reason, not vice versa. “The claims
to truth put forward in Christian theology, therefore, call for love where there is conflict,
for service where there are power-interests, and for trust where there is suspicion”
(Thiselton 43). Even the best reasoning does not provide the proper basis for belief: “[I]n
today’s world, as in the first two centuries, people are unimpressed by pure talk. They
need to see lives that are different” (Green 19).
Promoting God. The new global culture based on consumerism forces the
Church to be focused on the benefits the promoted way of life provides. The danger the
Church faces is to promote the gospel in the same way Screwtape instructed Wormwood
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to promote materialism (i.e., atheism) to his client: “Don’t waste your time trying to
make him think that materialism is true [original emphasis]! Make him think it is strong
or stark or courageous” (Lewis 8).
The gospel is good not because it is strong or stark or courageous or useful or
comfortable, but because it is “the words of eternal life” (John 6:68), “true and
reasonable” (Acts 26:25).
Imposing God. Most of all the Church should remember that the goal of the
Christian persuasion is not to win the argument but to win the opponent:
It is possible to overstep the bounds of propriety and bring undue pressure
to bear until the person accepts the gospel under duress. It should be
categorically stated that this approach is both wrong and harmful. The
results of such method could be disastrous. It has no sanction in Scripture
and should be studiously avoided. (Kane 567)
While polemic epistles are directly offensive sometimes to the believers who are not
faithful to the lordship of Jesus, the early Church is sensitive to values and feelings of
outsiders:
To launch a full-scale and at times bitter assault on someone’s cherished
beliefs is not the best way of inducing him to change them.… [Neither
Jesus, nor] Paul or anyone else in the early Christian mission thought that
argument alone could bring anyone into the Kingdom of God. But they
knew that it could break down barriers which obstructed men’s vision of
the moral and existential choice which faced them, of whether to respond
to Christ or not. (Green 315)
Paul was purposeful in this approach: “I have become all things to all men so that by all
possible means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share
in its blessings” (1 Cor. 9:22, 23). The incarnational model of non-manipulative
persuasion is the only one that works for the kingdom.
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Biblical Classification of Worldviews
Traditionally a person at the mission field falls into one of two categories—
Christian or nonbeliever. The recently popular term seeker is often works as a synonym
or even euphemism for the latter one.
Interestingly the biblical practice of evangelism classifies individuals into four
basic groups, not two, according to their relation to the gospel message. The evangelistic
approaches found in Scripture have many similarities within the given category, but they
are always different when applied to people from different categories. The basic
worldview categories could be conditionally called Gentiles, Jews, infants, and the
faithful (Golovin, Библейская стратегия 10-15). The first two categories are
traditionally called unbelievers, and of the last two Christians.
Difference between the Gentiles and the Jews. The best biblical illustration for
the difference in the reaction of nonbelievers from different worldview categories to the
gospel message can be found in Acts 26, where Paul is under arrest in Caesarea Philippi
and gets the opportunity to present his case to the governor Festus and King Agrippa II.
Two people are listening to the same message. Both are noble and well educated in a
classical Roman way; however, one of them, the governor, loses his patience from
listening to the nonsense (26:24). The apostle is not at all surprised by such a reaction.
“Sorry, your Excellency,” he responds politely, “I am talking not to you but to his
Majesty, who understands me perfectly because I am speaking the words of truth and
common sense. Isn’t it so, Your Majesty?” The king cannot find a better response than to
force a joke.
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In this example two unbelievers are listening to one and the same speech, but for
the first one it is folly, complete nonsense, while for the other one it is words of wisdom
and common sense. One may wish the earth could swallow him up so that he does not
have to answer the question; the other one listens and can understand absolutely nothing.
The difference is not their education or social status but their worldview—Festus is a
Gentile, and the king is Jewish. The terms here have a general sense, not meaning a
formal religious system but the worldview of a person. A Gentile worldview has no place
for the one and only God or for any kind of absolutes or supernatural revelation.
References to prophecies and other Old Testament messianic teachings do not
make any sense to Gentiles but are an important element of witnessing to Jews:
Whether we are looking at the sermons of Peter, the preaching of Paul in
Romans or the Dialogue of Justin with Trypho, we find that the matter is
argued and settled entirely on the basis of the Scriptures. Do they or do
they not back up the claims the Christians are putting forward in the name
of Jesus? That is the issue. (Green 119)
Luke, for instance, is clear that using Old Testament testimonia “was the apostolic
method of preaching the gospel to Jews”; however, “he does not, apparently, use it
himself, nor does he represent it as the normal approach to Gentiles” (104). The Gentile
worldview does not involve a concept of the bad news of the Fall and corruption. The
world in which they live is exactly the way it is supposed to be (Ham et al. 161). Without
knowing the bad news, the good news does not make any sense to them. They are their
own gods, deciding by themselves what is right and what is wrong (Golovin, Эволюция
85). Those who hold the Jewish worldview are monotheists. They acknowledge the
existence of the highest and the absolute. They can call it a certain “supreme power,”
“universal mind,” “noosphere” (a totality of individual minds of all being), “original
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impersonal cause of being,” and, finally, God. Jews acknowledge a design and purpose to
the world. They understand what sin is, and they are looking for some way to be saved.
They wonder, “Can Christ be that way?” That question is the stumbling block for a Jew
(Ham 39-47).
As Paul writes, preaching Christ crucified is “a stumbling block to Jews and
foolishness to Gentiles” (1 Cor. 1:23). As seen here, Paul’s message is a stumbling block
to Agrippa: he does not know where to put himself. For Festus this address is complete
foolishness.
A conversion (MFTBNOJB), a complete overhaul of thinking, is necessary for a
person to pass from being a Gentile to being a Jew. That kind of transformation is the
goal Paul reaches at the occasion where he addresses the intellectual elite of Athens at
Areopagus. The apostle does not refer to Moses or the prophets because such references
do not make sense to the audience. He quotes from Greek poets such as Epimenides and
Aratus to proclaim the sound doctrine in the language of his listeners. “This is … true
evangelism, where the content of the gospel is preserved while the mode of expression is
tuned to the ears of the recipients” (Green 182). Actually, in the Athens address, Paul
uses the method of Plato’s famous dialogue to find the god’s relation to the concept of
good (if the gods are submitted to the good, they are not gods than, but the good is the
god because god is a supreme being and cannot be submitted to anything by definition).
The apostle leads the listeners by way of the ontological and cosmological applications of
Plato’s axiological argumentation, of which they are aware: God is the one who created
all people; therefore, something people create cannot be god (Golovin, Введение 20). In
fact, by applying that approach to the talk with Gentiles for the sake of converting them
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to a Jewish worldview, Paul actually forestalls both the second and third way of Thomas
as well as Anselm’s ontological argument for God’s existence (Miethe and Habermas 7071).
Because a Gentile-to-Jew type of conversion is not related to a visible action, such
as baptism in Christian conversion, the number of people whom Paul has reached by the
Areopagus address is unknown. Nevertheless, at least four of his listeners are smart
enough to follow the ultimate direction Paul sets and to accept Jesus, thereby
experiencing a multiple-level conversion (from Gentile to at least an infant).
In the same way, “in contrast to Peter’s earlier sermons to Jews there are no
explicit quotations from the Old Testament” in his messages to Gentiles (Flemming 41):
Peter and Paul adapted their message to the worldviews of their
respondents. A comparison of Peter’s message on Pentacost (Acts 2:1436) and in the house of Cornelius (10:34-43), and of Paul’s messages in
the synagogue in Antioch in Pisidia (13:16-41) and on Mars’ hill in
Athens (17:22-31) will reveal the profound appreciation for the
differences between monotheistic Jews and Gentile God-fearers [both are
Jews according to their worldview] and between Jews and polytheistic
heathen. (Hesselgrave 401)
As one can see, the apostles always took the worldview of their target audience into
consideration.
Difference between infants and the faithful. Not all people who come to Christ
have the same worldview. Some people go to church to get something; others to give.
Although all believers are called to do the latter, it does not happen right away. Not
surprisingly, “many Christian books, as well as much Christian teaching and thought,
essentially begin with man and implicitly portray God as man’s need-meeter” (Stone and
Smith 9).
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Bob Sjogren and Gerald Robinson wittily call the difference between the
approach of these two categories to the Master as “Cat and Dog Theology”: “A dog says,
‘You pet me, you feed me, you shelter me, you love me, you must be God.’ A cat says,
‘You pet me, you feed me, you shelter me, you love me, I must be God’” (13). The
theology of the former is “thou-ology,” and of the latter, “me-ology”—“It’s all about me”
(14).
Generally new converts are infants in Christ (1 Cor. 3:1) for a certain period of
time. For some it is a longer period; for others shorter. They are, generally speaking, not
capable of giving yet. Like Luke’s Theophilus (1:3-4), they should be instructed fist so
they may know the certainty of the things they have been taught (Luke 1:3-4). As infants
they need to be fed, they need to be taught to cope with their natural desires, and they
need someone to change their diapers. They need to be constantly guided and protected.
When they fall, their knees need to be treated with medicine, and they need to be taught
how not to fall. To demand anything more from them is just like accusing a five-year-old
of not being an adult.
Reaching a certain level of maturity takes time. When a person accepts Christ, he
or she declares Jesus as Lord and Savior. In the beginning, however, the only thing in
which the person is interested is salvation. Only some time later does the new believer
realize what the lordship of Christ really means. Only then the person reaches the point
traditionally called commitment. At this point the worldview of the person (ideals, goals,
values, priorities) undergoes a serious transformation, “more difficult and dramatic
change” (Flemming 36) that can even be considered another MFTBNOJB—a cardinal
change of the mentality, the one to which everyone is called:
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Nor is any individual conversion complete until a Christian mind is
formed within. To bring our every thought into captivity to Christ, to think
Christianly, to see all of life in relationship to the Creator and Lord of all,
this is not an optional appendage of secondary importance but is at very
heart of what it means to be Christian. (Holmes 11)
The Bible calls these people the faithful (e.g., 1 Pet. 5:12; 1 Cor. 4:17; Eph. 1:1).
Some churches with an intentional strategic focus on spiritual growth and
discipleship develop more detailed classification of the stages of maturity (Hunter,
Church 154-56); however, all of the stages can be systematized according to worldview
into two categories: infants and the faithful. A comparison of two of Paul’s letters—1
Corinthians and Ephesians—provides clarification. One can found the reason for the
difference in approach in the address of the second letter: “To the saints in Ephesus, the
faithful in Christ Jesus [emphasis mine]” (Eph. 1:1). The letter to the Corinthians is also
addressed “to those sanctified in Christ Jesus and called to be holy” (1 Cor. 1:2);
however, as infants they are not ready for the solid food (3:1-2) of understanding the
administration of the “mystery, which for ages past was kept hidden in God” (Eph. 3:9).
Conversion as a process. One never hears the gospel in isolation but always
against his or her worldview context (Craig). “Conversion is usually not a single event
but an evolving process in which many aspects of a person’s life may be affected”
(Rambo 10). It involves several stages of worldview transformation. “For some, that
change is abrupt and radical; for others, it is gradual and very subtle in its effects upon a
person’s life” (6). If, for instance, “Paul provides the classical example of sudden
conversion, that of Peter is much more gradual” (Green 226).
James F. Engel and Norton H. Wilbert make an attempt to develop a scale that
would allow the evangelist to determine where the listeners are on their way toward God
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(45); however, they designed this scale specifically for direct evangelism; in other words,
it is applicable starting only at the level of Jews. Even in a later work, Engel and William
A. Dyrness do not consider persuading the skeptics (i.e., Gentiles) and traditionally treat
conversion as a decision-making process (100-01).
Other authors developed Engel’s approach later in various ways, from Lewis R.
Rambo’s Stage Model of conversion (16-17) on the one end of the spectrum to the
practical classifications of believers some churches adopt for intensive purposeful
discipleship on the other (Hunter, Church 154-56). Nevertheless, most of the authors still
neglect the need for worldview persuasion at the Gentiles’ level.
Remembering a “fundamental communicating principle: begin where people are,
not where you wish they were” (Henderson 30), the Church should equally consider the
mind-set differences between people in all of four worldview categories. One cannot
overestimate “how flexible the early evangelists were, getting inside the mindset of
pagans and Jews alike, and transposing the gospel into appropriate key in order to
intrigue and engage them” (Green 18).
One should communicate and approach the kingdom message differently within
the categories, and the role of the communicator of the message will be different as well.
The worldview persuasion element is important in every category (Pritchard). On the
levels of Jews, infants, and faithful, it is secondary to the functions of proclamation,
mentoring, and equipping, however on the level of Gentiles the function of persuasion is
the primary one (Golovin, Библейская стратегия 30).
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Historical Specifics of the Evangelical Awakenings in the Russian Empire
Since the Baptism of Russia by Prince Vladimir in the tenth century when
Christianity in its Eastern Orthodox form became the official religion of the country, and
especially after the early seventeenth-century reforms by Peter the Great subordinating
the church to the state, membership in the Russian Orthodox Church was a requirement
for proper citizenship. Church life was mostly a combination of the creeds and traditions
(Paramonov 1). Ancient Slavonic, the official language of the liturgy, was not
understandable for most of the laity. As Count Modest Korf, one of the leaders of the
Pshkovians movement wrote, “Never in my life has any priest told me that the blood of
Jesus purifies me from all sin” (qtd. in Karetnikova). Nevertheless, the Russian Empire
has experienced two powerful waves of awakening in its history—the RedstockPashkovians movement in the second half of the nineteenth century and the evangelical
Christian movement in the beginning of the twentieth century.
The Redstock-Pashkovians Movement
Two essential features are specific to the Russian evangelical awakening of the
nineteenth century. First, the nation’s nobles initiated and led it; second, it considered
itself a lay movement within the Russian Orthodox Church environment initially. The
movement started in 1874 with the visit of the Plymouth Brethren missionary Lord
Greenville Redstock to St. Petersburg, where he encouraged the city nobles to study the
Bible together (Boulgakov 142). Those lessons touched many leading people of the
empire who started to practice biblical principles in various spheres of their personal and
social life (Sannikov 517).
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A retired colonel, Vasily Paskov, became the leader of the movement after Lord
Redstock left. Pashkov was one of the richest persons in the country; he had estates in
nine regions of the empire as well as five palaces in St. Petersburg and one in Moscow.
Reaching all social groups with the gospel message became the meaning of his entire life
from that time on (Karetnikova).
Pashkov established the Spiritual and Moral Reading Encouragement Society and
printed and distributed tons of free religious literature monthly. He turned his estates into
regional training centers. One of his St. Petersburg palaces became a place for teaching
college students. The best and newest palace became a place for regular “spiritual
meetings,” open to anyone from street beggars to the highest nobles. “Spiritual meetings”
included extemporaneous prayers, preaching (by both male and female speakers), and
singing of biblical texts (Boulgakov 142).
Pashkov and his followers preached the gospel to workers at plants and factories,
as well as in bars and pubs where common people spent most of their free time (Corrado
84). Charity became the most obvious area for changes: Schools, clinics, and shelters for
poor people were open in a short time all over the empire (120).
Neither Lord Redstock nor Pashkov planned to plant new churches or start a new
denomination. The Pashkovians considered everyone Russian Orthodox Christians and
wanted nothing but to communicate the pure gospel message to them; however, with time
they found out that the life of the official church rituals did not overlap much with the
simple teaching of Jesus. They realized they were closer doctrinally to a few random and
uncoordinated evangelical/Protestant groups, both of national origin and planted by
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Westerners. Pashkov and his followers Pashkovtsy set reaching unity of all Christians as
a top priority of their ministry (142).
Upset by the denominational separation between evangelically minded Christians
in the Russian Empire, Pashkov and his two closest followers, Count Korf and Count
Bobrinsky (a former Minister of Transportation), prepared the All Evangelical Christians
of Russia Uniting Convention in April 1884. The officials were not able to tolerate such
uncontrolled movement anymore. The officials arrested all Convention delegates and
prohibited any activity of the Pashkovtsy. Pashkov himself was exiled from the country
until the end of his life (Ellis and Johns 30).
Movement of Russian Evangelical Christians
Pashkov’s followers continued meeting illegally after the colonel’s exile
(Averintsev 327). Small group meetings no longer involved singing but only prayers and
sermons. Those underground meetings became the launching point for the ministry of
Petersburg Technological Institute student Ivan Prokhanov, the future spiritual leader of
the second Christian awakening in the empire (Popov 22).
Organizing charitable services, hymn writing (Prokhanov published about a dozen
hymn books), and the illegal spreading of the gospel finally developed into active
ministry after the 17 April 1905 royal ukase (decree) On the Principles of Toleration. As
soon as the door for the gospel opened, Prokhanov and his coworkers started to publish
the magazine Христианин (The Christian), spread religious literature, and organize the
training of Christian teachers and preachers (Sannikov 652-53). That was the beginning
of the Russian evangelical Christian movement.
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Pashkovtsy and Evangelical Christians movements had two major differences.
First, Pashkovtsy was a movement within nobles for the evangelical education of the
common people, while Evangelical Christians was a reciprocal grassroots movement.
Second, evangelical Christians, unlike Pashkovtsy, purposefully planted new selfgoverned, self-sustaining, and self-propagating churches everywhere they could all over
the former Russian Empire—from Poland and Finland to the Russian Far East and
Manchuria (Popov 88). A group of elders governed every church.
The common feature of both movements was a desire for unity in the body of
Christ. As a nondenominational movement, evangelical Christians were looking for
contacts with denominational groups planted by Westerners, such as Baptists, Stundists,
and Lutherans, and even with evangelically minded Russian Orthodox Church priests.
The biggest achievement of the movement was establishing the All Russia Evangelical
Christian Union (the Russian abbreviation for it, BCEX, literally means “of everyone”),
which provided the cooperation of all evangelical denominations and nondenominational
congregations in the areas of missions, publishing, Christian education, and the training
of leaders.
Evangelical Christians appreciated the Christian way of life more than the issues
of doctrine. Considering the Nicene Creed as a sufficient statement of faith, they tried to
follow the old principle: “In essentials—unity, in minors—freedom, in everything—love”
(Popov 90). Priests even invited the leaders of the movement to preach in some Orthodox
cathedrals from time to time. The New Testament church model and biblical principles
(in the way the local body of believers interpreted them) were the only authorities for the
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life of the church. That doctrinal uncertainty was the main stumbling block for the
fellowship of the formal denominations with evangelical Christians.
The evangelical Christians’ awakening was stopped with force and violence.
Stalin’s government gave up its naïve attempt to fight religion by its free competition
with atheism. On 8 April 1929 a decree was issued limiting any religious activity in the
country. Most worship places (e.g., sanctuaries, cathedrals, synagogues, mosques) were
closed. Most religious leaders were sent to labor camps in Siberia or destroyed
physically; their families were deprived of the right to purchase provisions (Prokhanov
232). From that moment violent atheism became the state ideology in the country.
Worldview Similarities in Pashkov’s and Prokhanov’s Awakenings
Both movements were, using George G. Hunter, III’s terminology, “indigenous”
ones: their strategies were “‘homegrown’—not imported from another context,” and their
ministries fit “the needs and culture of the people they wanted to reach” (Church 55):
Whereas Evangelicalism around the world is often seen as the fruit of the
Anglo-American missionary activism of the past 150 years, that is not
really the case for Evangelicals in Euro-Asia. Slavic evangelicalism
emerged as a renewal movement, a grass roots Bible movement, out of
context of an Orthodoxy in crisis in the mid-nineteenth century. (Sawatsky
24)
Even political and ideological leaders of the country who considered both movements as
dangerous, view them as native, not as something imported and governed from abroad.
Nevertheless, both historical awakenings in Russia grew up from the
homogeneous worldview environment that falls into the Jews category. Few people were
familiar with the essence of the gospel of Jesus; however, everyone knew about God the
Creator and about the Fall. People understood that they are sinners who need salvation,
and they even knew something about Jesus. Most people did consider themselves
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Christians, but for them the religion was about rituals. All they needed was to hear “the
pure gospel message” (Ellis and Johns 104). For this reason the work of the evangelists
produced an abundant harvest.
The decades of enforced atheism during several generations of communism
changed the worldview of the people to a Gentile one, and simply providing free access
to the gospel does not produce the same effect anymore (Golovin, Библейская
стратегия 30).
Postcommunist Awakening in the Soviet Union
The passing of the law “On the Freedom of Conscience and Religious
Organizations” in the Soviet Union in October 1990 and the abrogation of Article 6 of the
Soviet Constitution on the “Leading Role of the Communist Party in the Soviet Society”
were indisputable signs of change in a country that had been closed to the gospel for
many decades. A long-awaited door for the good news suddenly opened widely. Both
national churches and foreign missions gained unlimited access to the mission field of
former Soviet Republics.
As a result, the country immediately saw a quickening of keen interest for
everything spiritual: religious teachings, holy books, historical traditions, and the heritage
of the past. Western churches and missions immediately responded with money and
projects (Sawatsky 30). The influx of people to the church resembled an avalanche
(Golovin, Библейская стратегия 5). When asked in public opinion polls, 80 percent of
the population declared themselves Christians (Sipko 34). All of a sudden, the stronghold
of atheism turned into the most believing country in the world. “There appeared to be a
quite amazing phenomenon of Russians from all walks of life seeking Christian faith”
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(Sawatsky 25). As Igor Agapoff of the Christian Brodcasting Network recalls,
“evangelism and growth were incredible; it surprised everybody. It was the harvest time.
You could double your church size in a month in those days” (qtd. at Wunderink 72).
The new religious organizations’ (e.g., churches, missions, monasteries, and
unions) annual relative increase reached a record level—7.7 percent in 1991 and 8.5
percent in 1992 (Kargina, “О динамике”; see Figure 2.1).

Source: Kargina, “О динамике.”
Figure 2.1. The relative number (percent) of new religious organizations in the
Soviet Union in 1991-1994.

If only twenty-eight denominations operated (seven of them without state
registration, i.e., illegally) in the USSR in 1990, by 1993 the number of registered ones
alone became sixty-three (Yurash). Estimating the number of unregistered groups was
practically impossible because their operation was no longer illegal. By all appearances
the long-awaited awakening had finally come.
The harvest time was short however. The increase in the relative number of new
religious organizations has been declining very fast since 1992 (see Figure 2.1). One
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could expect that though new church planting slowed down, the existing churches might
keep growing. Nevertheless, in the same way, the number of baptisms in existing
churches decreased as well. Figure 2.2 shows the number of baptisms in the traditional
denomination of Evangelical Christians-Baptists. This group, which maintained legal
status and survived the communist period, did the best job of collecting and reporting
data; nevertheless, the picture is common for all groups. After the sudden upsurge in the
beginning of the nineties, the number of baptisms eventually declines to the level lower
than right before the communism collapse (Sipko 34).
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Source: Sipko 34.
Figure 2.2. The dynamics of baptism services in Evangelical Christian Baptist
(ECB) churches during 1992-1998.

Church attendance reaches saturation and does not grow any more after 1995-96
(Kargina, “Самоидентификация” 54). “The desperate demand for more Bibles was
filled within a few years, then the Bibles sat on the shelves as elsewhere in the West”
(Sawatsky 25). By the end of the decade the considerable public excitement about
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religion led not to awakening but to apathy (Cherenkov, “Евангельская вера” 13). The
obvious outcome of the postcommunist awakening was a failure (Levoushkan 27). A real
spiritual revival just did not happen in post-perestroika Russia (Tokarev 43). “In the short
space of mere 15 years, post Communist societies had shifted from representing the new
missionary challenge to becoming one of the more resolutely secular and post Christian
parts of the world” (Sawatsky 26). The short-term awakening happened to be an illusion
in the long run.
Initial Study on the Postcommunist Worldview Transformation
Having serious reservations about the impact the Great Awakening made on
worldview transformation, I conducted initial research with the purpose of identifying the
reasons for the failure of evangelism in the former Soviet Union (particularly in the
Ukraine) after communism’s collapse. The research also helped find out more effective
evangelism methods in the region as well as in other areas with similar worldview shift
tendencies (Golovin, Мировоззрение).
Nature of the Initial Study on the Postcommunist Worldview Transformation
The hypothesis of the systematic mistake in the generally practiced approaches in
the estimation of the religious conditions of society became a starting point of the study.
Purpose of the initial study. In order to put the hypothesis to the test, I atempted
to evaluate the basic worldviews spread throughout society in order to determine how
much the traditional methods of evangelism had impacted the most common beliefs of
the population in postcommunist Ukraine toward the Christian worldview during the
period of the most intensive missionary intervention in the last decade of the twentieth
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century. The study provided a more realistic picture of the spiritual conditions of
postcommunist society.
The initial research was made at the time of the highest church attendance of the
so-called postcommunism awakening. It sought to find out how much the beliefs and
ideas of people are concordant with their claimed worldview and the result of which
practically destroyed the generally spread myth of the great evangelism success and the
spiritual awakening in the former Soviet Union countries immediately after the collapse
of the totalitarian system based on communist ideology.
Population of the initial study. The population of the initial study was a group of
young Ukrainian men from practically all regions of the country, who by virtue of their
citizenship, age, education, family, legal, and health status happened to be drafted for
military service at the same time and by chance were enlisted to a military element of
recruits who arrived at the same time to the same field base for their basic military
training. The newly drafted privates of eight companies each with two to three hundred
men participated voluntarily in the survey. Everyone agreed with enthusiasm, and the
total number of the respondents reached two thousand persons.
The instrumentation of the initial study. A researcher-designed questionnaire
was developed to study the respondents’ general beliefs for the sake of the estimation of
their worldview consistency. The instrument contained sixty items that could be
classified into three major categories.
About 30 percent of the questions were directly related to the issue of the study
and dealt with the beliefs of the respondents. A respondent had to identify himself as a
believer or nonbeliever (these intentionally used general categories helped to avoid
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association with any organized religion, denomination, cult, or sect). Some questions
dealt with deity attributes and with the role of the respondents’ understanding of the role
of religion. Some questions had to help to find out the position of the respondent on the
issues that indicate the polarization between biblical worldview and other worldviews
(e.g., life after death, resurrection, reincarnation, astrology, extraterrestrials, ape-tohuman evolution, superstitions, abortion, euthanasia, suicide).
The other 10 percent of the instrument’s questions served as indicators of the
consistency of the respondents’ answers. Examples included, for instance, either nooption questions such as, “Do you always tell the truth?” or they could be the same
interrogative statement formulated one time in the positive and another time in the
negative.
The other 60 percent of the questions serged the sole purpose of masking the
actual goal of the survey from the respondents who, if they knew the goal of the study,
could be tempted to provide insincere answers just to meet my expectations. In addition,
these questions concealed the goal of the study from the element’s higher commanders
who, as former hardcore communists, were still suspicious of anything dealing with
religion. Some examples are random personal questions such as, “Do you have a
girlfriend?” “What is your favorite meal?” or “What kind of beverages do you prefer?”
Terminology of the initial study. The Soviet antireligious propaganda during the
times of communism constantly used the term believer as a fright opposing it to the virtue
of being an atheist. As a result the term became a euphemism for Christian and refers to
Christians semantically most of the time without implying any particular church
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denomination or doctrine. For that reason, I prefered the neutral terms believer and
unbeliever to avoid any specific wrong associations.
Limitations of the initial study. The research clearly indicated the inconsistent
tendencies in the worldview of the postcommunist Ukrainian people. Nevertheless,
despite sufficiently random sampling of the respondents, the methodology of the study
required an extended generalization of the average Ukrainian beliefs because all the
respondents represented only a specific stratum of the society, which was limited by the
following parameters:
1. Gender. All respondents were male. Only male conscription is compulsory in
the countries of the former Soviet Union. Female military service is voluntary and
contract based. I did not have any direct or indirect access to the female recruits’ training
centers. Had I included women, the element of the random sampling would have been
lost.
2. Age. The age group of the respondents was 18-23 with the overwhelming
majority of those being 18 years old because that is the legal draft age unless a deferment
can be provided due to health conditions, family status (having two or more children, a
rare phenomena for that age group), or studies at a state college or graduate school.
3. Education. Most of the respondents were high school graduates (the lowest
educational level for the country with the history of a compulsory high school education).
Only a few are either college graduates or student dropouts.
4. Marital and family status. Most of the respondents were single and were a part
of their parents’ household before they were drafted for military service.
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Generalizations of the initial study. Nevertheless, several factors in the study
increased the research results’ representativeness and allowed the study to be generalized
for finding the common tendency in society:
1. Geographic and social sampling. The respondents were the random sampling
of the 1997 nationwide draft—the recruits who by chance went to that specific training
center. They represent various regions and subcultures of the country, both urban and
rural residential group, and high and low income households.
2. Age representation. The respondents experienced as teenagers the recent
changes in society right after the collapse of communism. The social tendencies of
society’s transitional period impacted the shaping of their worldview especially
effectively.
3. Enthusiastic reflection. The survey focused on their personal values,
preferences, and beliefs, which was in great contrast to the respondents’ current daily
experience. Almost every item of the recruits’ training practice had a goal of their
depersonalization. In that specific context, the study of something related to their
personal interests produced a great enthusiastic response.
4. Independence of judgment. All respondents were far away from any of their
referent group (e.g., family, friends, colleagues) whose presence could influence the
respondents’ judgment directly or indirectly.
The research results, after being systematized, showed good correspondence with
the data of other studies at the adjacent areas of sociology (e.g., Sipko 34; Shangina),
providing an optimism for the possible generalization of the study results, if not as an
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estimation then at least as an indicator of the average postcommunist Ukrainian
worldview inconsistency.
Findings of the Initial Study on the Postcommunist Worldview Transformation
Because the most of the respondents (about 80 percent, good correspondence with
other data sources) identified themselves as believers or more believers than unbelievers.
The findings on the beliefs of those who consider themselves believers were more
reliable statistically and, after all, more relevant to the goal of the study; however, some
responds of the “unbelievers” provided the food for thought as well.
The findings of the study were grouped into five basic categories reflecting
various aspects implied in the question, “What do our believers believe in?” The first
category deals with the divine attributes comprehended by the respondents. The second
one deals with their understanding of the purpose and goal of religion and the church as
well as their own role in them. The third category deals with the beliefs related to human
origins and the sanctity of human life. The fourth category deals with beliefs related to
life after death issues. The fifth category includes the issues of the popular false teachings
that reflect the polarization between biblical worldview and other worldviews—issues
such as reincarnation, astrology, extraterrestrials, and omens.
Divine attributes beliefs. First of all, I wanted to know how the basic
understanding of the deity by the respondents correlates with the biblical concepts of
divine attributes.
Not surprisingly, 100 percent of the believers provided a positive answer to the
question, “Does God exist?” Nevertheless, an unexpectedly high number of the
unbelievers (11 percent) responded in the affirmative as well, which means that every
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tenth unbeliever does believe that God exists. This finding sounds like an obvious
contradiction in terms: Something exists, but I do not believe in it, or do not want to
believe in it, or just do not care. It does not bother my way of life. The decades of
communist brainwashing trained people not to worry about contradictions.
The expectations of comprehending God as a person by unbelievers are random
and unpredictable. Personal attributes of God are meaningless for unbelievers after all.
The shocking fact is that only 36.7 percent of believers considered God a person.
The partial clarification of this surprising revelation could be found in the fact that
40 percent of the believers understood God as some certain impersonal supernatural
supreme power. Regretfully, the method of the study did not allow the discovery of the
concepts of God as held by the other 23.3 percent of believers.
The question of understanding God as Creator, the “maker of heaven and earth, of
all that is, seen and unseen” (“Nicene Creed”) was intentionally asked in negative form,
and the responses to it was a double surprise. Only a little more than half (56 percent) of
the unbelievers agreed that God did not create the world. More than every fifth believer
(21 percent) agreed with the statement, probably due to the influence of the brainwashing
through the atheistic naturalistic education system the state still monopolizes. Possibly a
big part of the believers possess mostly a deistic rather than a Judeo-Christian
understanding of the ultimate reality.
The respondents’ beliefs in the divine attributes are represented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Beliefs of the Respondents concerning the Divine Attributes
Belief
God exists

Believers %
100.0

God is a person

36.7

God is a supreme power

40.0

God did not create the world

21.0

Nonbelievers %
11
18.7

56.0

Religion and church role beliefs. I also needed to figure out the role and value
the believers see in the religion and the church.
About one-third of the believers (30.1 percent) thinks that all religions lead to
God eventually. Less than one-half of the believers (42.2 percent) agrees that faith
provides the meaning for life, and for less than every fifth believer (18.8 percent), faith or
religion means relationships with God, so the concepts of faith or religion are not related
to the idea of the ultimate truth for the respondents.
Beliefs about the church are even more lamentable. More than one-half (58.1
percent) of believers can do without the church. Almost every eighth believer (12.7
percent) does not know any reason why the church should exist at all.
Predictably a large part of believers (72 percent) actually considers themselves to
be Russian Orthodox Christians; however, the most amazing fact is that 27 percent of
unbelievers consider themselves to be Russian Orthodox Christians as well (Russian
Orthodox atheists would be better term for them). Obviously the term Russian Orthodox
Christian merely serves as the cultural and ethnical identity indicator and has nothing to
do either with the Russian Orthodox Church doctrines and traditions or with the person’s
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worldview. For many it is accepted by virtue of infant baptism, observed as a ritual even
during the days of state atheism without much biblical meaning.
The respondents’ beliefs on religion and the church’s role are represented in Table
2.2.

Table 2.2. Beliefs of the Respondents concerning Religion and the Church’s Role
Beliefs

Believers %

Nonbelievers %

All religions lead to God

30.1

Faith gives life meaning

42.2

8.1

Faith is a relationship with God

18.8

2.2

A believer can do without a church

58.1

Church is not needed at all

12.7

100.0

I am Russian Orthodox Christian

72.8

27.8

Beliefs related to human origins and the sanctity of human life. Three
unavoidable questions for which any worldview system should provide answers are,
“Where do we come from?” “Who are we?” and “Where we are going?” The first
question is the most important: The origin foreordains the value and the destiny (Golovin,
Эволюция 14).
Unexpectedly, almost similar numbers of believers and unbelievers (21 and 24
percent respectively) believe that humans naturally evolved from apes. While the
population of the study is the generation shaped in the times when the propaganda-based
system collapsed, every school keeps using secular science textbooks with the focus on
Darwinism. As the study shows, people are not much influenced by the idea of the
natural evolution of humans in general. Surprising also is that the presupposed worldview
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filter does not influence very much if at all the difference of the believers’ and
unbelievers’ openness to the idea of human natural evolution form apes. The difference in
3 percent only could make one doubt the involvement of any worldview filter here. One
can only speculate why the decades of purposeful brainwashing in the naturalistic
Darwinism-based secular humanism impacted the believers so much or did not impact
unbelievers that much.
Sanctity of human life seems beyond the understanding of believers. Generations
of communist rule make people see only the pragmatic value in a person’s life and no
other axiological dimension. Not surprisingly, only about one-third of the believers (29.8
percent) considers abortion as murder, and almost one-quarter of them (23 percent)
justifies euthanasia.
As for suicide as an option for the escape from life’s problems, 54 percent of
believers consider suicide to be a justified way out of a crisis situation, while only 46
percent of unbelievers would choose this option. The respondents’ answers to the
questions related to human origin and sanctity of life are represented in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3. Beliefs Related to Human Origins and the Sanctity of Human Life
Beliefs

Believers %

Nonbelievers %

Humans evolved from apes

21.0

24.0

Abortion is murder

29.8

Euthanasia can be justified

23.4

Suicide can be justified

54.0

46.0
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After-death destiny beliefs. The beliefs of destiny after death are among the
most crucial issues of any worldview and/or doctrinal system.
Surprisingly, just a little more than half of the believers (58.6 percent) believes in
life after death. An unexpectedly high amount of unbelievers (15 percent) agrees with
them.
Notably more believers believe in the existence of heaven rather than in hell (61.1
percent versus 55.3 percent) while unbelievers demonstrate the opposite position—more
of them believe in hell rather than in heaven (16 percent versus 15.5 percent).
The most shocking fact is that only 20 percent of the believers believe in the
resurrection of the dead, despite the fact that “I look for the resurrection of the dead and
the life of the world to come” is the concluding statement of the Nicene Creed, which is
recited by the worshipers at every Russian Orthodox Church liturgy service as the formal
doctrinal statement. Therefore, again, self-identification of the respondents as believers
has nothing to do with either the practice or teaching of any church but is used as a
cultural and/or ethnical identity indicator.
The respondents’ beliefs on after-death destiny are represented in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4. Beliefs of the Respondents concerning After-Death Destiny
Beliefs

Believers %

Nonbelievers %

Life after death is a real

58.6

15.0

Havens are real

61.1

15.5

Hell is real

55.3

16.0

Resurrection of the dead is real

20.0
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Biblical worldview consistency indicators. My greatest interest for the initial
research was focused on the last group of the questions where respondents had to indicate
their views on the issues incompatible with any conservative biblical worldview system
and with the Russian Orthodox Church’s official position in particular.
Concerning various superstitions, believers are in the leading position on every
point here. About sixty-seven percent of believers believe in extraterrestrials, while for
unbelievers this parameter reaches 62 percent only. Almost the same amount of believers
(59 percent) and unbelievers (57 percent) put their trust in the omens. Considerably more
believers (41 percent) than unbelievers (31 percent) rely on astrology. Finally, the amount
of the believers who believe in reincarnation is five times larger than unbelievers—30
percent versus 6 percent.
The respondents’ answers to the questions used as biblical worldview consistency
indicators are represented in the Table 2.5.

Table 2.5. Biblical Worldview Consistency Indicators
Beliefs

Believers %

Nonbelievers %

Extraterrestrials exist

67

62

Omens are trustworthy

59

57

Astrology is reliable

41

31

Reincarnation is real

30

6
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Summary of the Initial Study on Postcommunist Worldview Transformation
I cannot refrain from repeating after the apostle, “I see that in every way you are
very [emphasis mine] religious” (Acts 17:22). The believers in postcommunist Ukraine
believe in everything but what the Bible tells them they should believe.
Regretfully the context of the formal ideologically neutral sociological survey at
the post-Soviet military base did not allow me to ask direct questions on the respondents’
views about the Bible itself, but one can be sure of the vast variety of the ideas related to
the issue.
A brief conclusions one cam make from the available data are following:
1. People who consider themselves believers, which is a euphemism for Christian
in Ukranian culture, do not have a clear idea about who the God of the Bible is. They
have a wide spectrum of the ideas on the divine attributes with the various elements from
deism to New Age.
2. Religion has nothing to do with the concept of truth for most of the respondents
who consider themselves believers. The church is an obsolete institution that a believer
can easy live without or nobody needs at all.
3. Many believers believe in the natural origin of humans and do not consider
human life holy. Many believers do not see anything wrong in using abortion or
euthanasia as a way to solve problems, and more than half of the believers would
consider suicide as an option.
4. Only a little bit more than half the believers believe in some form of life after
death, but only for one out of five does it mean resurrection of the dead.
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5. People who consider themselves believers ure uncritically open for the
ungrounded beliefs on any idea at all much more than unbelievers do.
As one can see from the study results, the change in the statistical reports of the
unbelievers to believers ratio from eighty to twenty in the Soviet Union at the beginning
of the last decade of the twentieth century for the reverse ratio of twenty to eighty by the
end of the decade cannot be interpreted by any means as a Christian awakening like some
political and/or religious groups are trying to present (Sinelina). The worldview shift
processes in the postcommunist society have nothing in common with either the results of
the historical awakenings in the West or with the ones in Russia at the end of the
twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century.
Many native and foreign evangelists, missionaries, and church leaders kept
themselves busy at that time applying uncritically the evangelism methods that used to
work a century ago in Russia or decades ago in the West, but do not work anymore even
there. Because the worldview persuasion element was often lost in the evangelization
projects and activities, the results led to even worse conditions.
Ramifications of the Postcommunist Awakening in the Soviet Union
The real value of the Postcommunist Awakening in the Soviet Union could be
comprehended not by its volume but by its fruits.
The Outcome of the Awakening
Most polls evaluated the number of Christians in Ukraine by the end of the
Awakening at about 80 percent; however, many sociologists doubt the veracity of these
results depending on the criteria or definitions (“Документы”). Representatives of the
Orthodox Church insist that self-identification of a person as Christian is sufficient
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(Sinelina). Many experts believe religious identity works in this case as a euphemism for
cultural and ethnic identity and has nothing to do with the person’s worldview. For
instance, at the Russian Dooma (the parliament) election at the end of the twentieth
century, an almost equal amount of believers (19.7 percent) and unbelievers (20.1
percent) voted for the Communist Party of the Russian Federation (Mchedlov), and six
years later 59 percent of the CPRF supporters positioned themselves as Russian Orthodox
Christians (“Религия”). More conservative sociologists insist that more rigid criteria,
such as attendance at church services, knowledge of the basics of doctrine, and
participation in communion, should be applied (Kaariaynen and Furman). Depending on
the criteria’s rigidity or flexibility, the value of the parameter can vary for the same group
in different studies from 4-6 percent, 70-80 percent, or even more (“Документы”).
Apparently belonging to the formal institution of the Russian Orthodox Church just
became a marker of ethnic identity (Clarke and Reid 19), replacing the one of belonging
to the state communist system.
Because Protestant/evangelical forms of Christianity are foreign to the cultural
and ethnic traditions of the region, the statistical data on them is more reliable but not
encouraging. Only 1 percent of Ukrainian people confess themselves as
Protestant/evangelical Christians (“‘Обозреватель’”), and the relative number of them in
society has not changed for several years (Kargina, “Протестанты”). The
postcommunism evangelical churches of the first decade of the twenty-first century in the
Ukraine are generally characterized by
1. a lack of positive social identity,
2. an inclination to Western rather than national models,
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3. random rather than strategically planned ways of development, and
4. a dependence on Western financial support (Cherenkov, “Трансформації”)
I believe the loss of the worldview persuasion element in the proclamation of the
gospel message is the main reason for this sad situation. Interestingly Steve Saint reports
on the similar situation with churches in the Amazon among Waodani tribe believers, the
converts from the paganism. He makes the following conclusion:
I believe the problem isn’t a lack of sincere effort but misunderstanding of
the Great Commission and resulting use of counterproductive methods.…
To fulfill our commission, we need a new paradigm; actually it is an old
one we need to go back to. (19-20)
I believe worldview dimension of evangelism is that missing paradigm.
Leadership Training Program’s Failure
In the given situation with the distorted worldview distribution as represented in
Figure 1.5 (p. 16), the biggest felt need of the church became not bringing new people to
the church but keeping them from leaving it. The only obvious direct way was to increase
the faithful-to-infants ratio.
Leadership training became the crucial goal for missions to consume as much fuel
in the carburetor as possible before it spilled onto the ground. Every denomination in
nearly all the communities set up training courses to prepare ministers, regional colleges,
and various seminars in order to process as effectively as possible the fuel that had
accumulated in the carburetor; however, three cultural factors have undermined the
expected effectiveness of the traditional leadership training approach in the former Soviet
Union (Golovin, Мировоззрение).
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First is a semantic one. The word leader already had a strong specific meaning in
a post-totalitarian culture, and it was completely opposite from what Jesus meant for his
disciples:
You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high
officials exercise authority over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever
wants to become great among you must be your servant, and whoever
wants to be first must be your slave. (Matt. 20:25-27)
Therefore, young ambitions and pride were often the usual elements of longings for the
church leadership motivation and increased a general danger “of leadership blinded by
ambition, but falsely camouflaged as faithfulness” (Horn).
The second factor was the Nicodemus syndrome. The communist society was
swarming with a multitude of social, political, trade, and other civil organizations, and
many congregations formed in accordance with the model of organizing secular unions
they came to know from their childhood because no other model existed.
The third and the most dangerous factor was the application of training methods
borrowed from the business world, which requires a certain spiritual maturity level for
proper biblical use. Few of the candidates had matured to that point because all were new
believers.
A good analogy of what happened with the leadership training programs in the
former Soviet Union could be drawn out of the apostle’s instruction on the subject of
setting up a church: “Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind [emphasis mine]. Then you will be able to test
and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will” (Rom. 12:2). In
other words, the church needs to depart from the worldly models and ideas through the
transformational way of the renewing of the mind.
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The choice of the word the apostle uses provides a great analogy. The word

MFTBMORGOUSYF, which is translated as “be transformed,” one can find most often in
fairytales of ancient literature (in the famous works by Ovid and Apulejus the word even
serves as the title), and it carries the meaning of an immediate magical act when one kind
of entity or object turns into another. Practically the only one common application of the
term to the phenomena of the real world is the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a
butterfly.
Newborn Christians are like caterpillars. They are no longer eggs, but they are not
yet butterflies, either. They are capable of creeping and consuming the spiritual
vegetation only, in order to “grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ” (2 Pet. 3:18). They have to devour a great deal every day—Bible study,
prayers, fellowship with the believers, and worship. Only then someday without any of
the caterpillar’s effort, the magic transformation will take place: the caterpillar will die
and the butterfly will come out instead (Golovin, О подпрыгивающих гусеницах). For
the average Christian leaders the time of maturing “was fifteen years after they entered
their life work before they began to know the Lord Jesus as their Life, and ceased trying
to work for Him and began allowing Him to be their all in all and do His work through
them” (Kuest 119). Even for the apostle Paul maturing to be ready for the proper
missionary work took about twelve years, as one can estimate it from the Luke’s account.
God has intended for his children to be butterflies. Maybe for that reason a
caterpillar can easily be convinced that its purpose is to fly, but the conviction itself will
not make it fly. Caterpillars can start studying the basics of aerodynamics, piloting
instructions, and the art of navigation. They can even start hopping, for practice. Those
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who are hopping better can be considered leaders. Then the courses could be set up for
training the hopping leaders. The caterpillars will be hopping better and higher, but they
will still be nothing more than hopping caterpillars. They will still not be able to flutter
about—“the one who is from the earth belongs to the earth” (John 3:31). To be able to
fly, the caterpillar has to turn into a butterfly first; it has to undergo a new birth. Before it
can do this last thing, it has to die, along with its unique caterpillar motives, ideas, and
experiences. A supernatural act of metamorphosis must take place, an act of the renewing
of the mind. Only then will their flying be natural, free, and beautiful.
Training courses can help caterpillars consume the vegetation more effectively for
the metamorphosis to come faster, but they cannot replace it. As David Horn warns:
Perhaps the net effect of our well-intended pandering to do great things for
God is that our big goals and big visions and big plans sometimes
overshadow the hard work of obedience.… [C]ontrary to what we would
guess by looking at row upon row of books on leadership at Borders and
our neighborhood Christian bookstore, the New Testament really speaks
very little about being a good leader. There really is so little biblical
evidence for the need for big visionary dreamers. The clarion call of the
Gospels is all about being good followers. This is what Jesus asks of us: to
be humble dreamers with enough sense to follow Him.
The process of maturity needed humble following and time, while the churches needed
the leaders immediately. As a result the Christian leadership in the former Soviet Union
still lacked butterflies but had plenty of hopping caterpillars who developed fatigue,
frustration, burnout, and apathy.
The Awakening’s Impact on Gentiles
The situation caused by the worldview distribution distortion within the postSoviet churches consumes a high level of time and energy to come to a resolution;
however, the greater problems came as the churches realize they should exist not for the
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sake of those who are inside but for the sake of those who outside them. In Figure 1.5
(see p. 16) those to the left of negative one, the Gentiles, were impacted by the
Awakening’s processes but in the different ways.
Preaching of the crucified Christ for Gentiles is foolishness to them (1 Cor. 1:23).
Their soil has not yet been prepared to receive the Word, and the calls of street
evangelists to them for repentance does nothing but trample down this hard soil all the
more. The Gentiles are aware already that something is wrong with Christians, and after
listening for the intensive and passionate preaching of foolishness (1 Cor. 1:23), the
listeners just proved themselves right: “We no longer believe just because of what
somebody said; now we have heard for ourselves, and we know that Christians are really
absurd.” (cf. John 4:42)
The Post-Awakening, Postcommunism Mission Field Conditions
Nowadays, the churches in the former Soviet Union are trying to shift the focus
from doing everything possible in order not to lose those who came to church toward the
world of the lost—the very reason the church as the body of Christ exists.
The Worldview’s Status Quo
As soon as the church solved the problem of the overfilled carburetor, it
immediately faced another problem—the fuel tank was empty (Golovin, Мировоззрение
64). No one today runs excitedly to shout, “God loves you!” Passersby shy away from the
tracts offered to them. More and more churches refuse to do their former traditional
annual large-scale evangelism meetings: the exerted efforts are no longer justified—
everything testifies to the emptiness of the fuel tank. All this time no one was engaged in
developing natural resources and preparing the soil. Evangelism methods that became
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traditional in Christian society do not work in postcommunist society. The church has not
developed any new techniques (if not taking into account the propaganda of questionable
commercial and historic advantages of Christianity) and have forgotten the old ones, the
ones the apostles and the early Church were practicing.
Worldview—The Missing Dimension
The change from in the former Soviet Union when 80 percent of the population
declared themselves as atheists during communist control until after the collapse of
communism when 80 percent of the population proclaim themselves to be believers can
hardly be considered a Christian awakening. Vast missionary intrusion into former Soviet
countries during the last decade of the twentieth century produced only an illusion of the
harvest. It slightly challenged the worldview of the people if at all. Massive evangelistic
campaigns was just as an enrollment into a new type of organization.
Well-intended evangelists and missionaries believed they were working out the
Great Commission to “go and teach” (Matt. 28:19), but because the worldview
persuasion aspect of teaching was lost, it worked out as “go and get them.” Based on the
gospel tracts, the response to the formal traditional invitations to make a decision for
Christ because he is knocking on the door of one’s heart, as well as the reciting of the
repentant sinner’s prayer text of unknown etiology was the same meaningless ritual in
many cases and often had nothing to do with what the Scripture calls MFTBNOJB, the
radical mind-set change.
Many of the ministers and missionaries I interviewed believe that rejection of
these practices means rejection of the gospel itself; however, none of them is connected
directly with the Scripture. They are rooted in traditions historically developed in
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Western culture. For instance, nowhere in the Bible is Jesus knocking on the door of a
person’s heart. The only parallel to be found in Scripture is Jesus knocking on a church
door in Revelation 3:20. This particular message is for the insiders, not for outsiders, and
it is still a great challenge for believers. Jesus is still not being let into the church often,
probably because the church is easier to operate this way, to stay with human methods,
rules, regulations, and traditions. The revelator invites the churches to open up the doors
for Jesus and his methods, the goal of which would not be making the disciples busy with
operating the church but seeking out and saving the lost.
When the fourth-century writer Macarius of Egypt, in his homilies on the
perfection for which Christians should strive, makes for the first time the analogy where
Jesus is knocking on the door of the individual believer’s heart “so that he may come in
and rest in our souls” (Macarius), combining the Revelation text with Ephesians 3:17
(both texts are addressing Christians not nonbelievers), his approach still has a valid
biblical apostolic meaning (Green 192). For the Gentiles this message is nonsense
however—both for the ancient and for the modern ones. The text provides a good
analogy within the proper cultural context, but when those particular applications are
taken away from the cultural ground where they developed, they become unbiblical.
The soil of the former communist countries requires different methods of gospelmessage contextualization, and the worldview persuasion element is a missing link there
(Golovin, Библейская стратегия 44). The evangelical campaigns, focused on receiving
instant observable effects, paved the easiest way for decision making, where they could
easily “omit discussion of such things as repentance, submission, obedience, community
and accountability” (Henderson 26). They were making people more “consumers of faith
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rather then being consumed by Christ” (27). Proclamation of the good news to the
Gentiles without the bad news of the Fall, without persuasion on the worldview level,
simply led to the promotion of what Dietrich Bonhoeffer calls “cheap grace” of
“preaching forgiveness without repentance, baptism without church discipline,
Communion without confession,… grace without the cross, grace without Jesus Christ”
(36). The message could be often lost behind the concerns about activities, methods, and
the congregation’s numerical growth. “Once the fundamental root of conversion to
Christ is severed from the Christian message, it becomes a broken and lifeless plant,
however beautiful flowers of Christian concern and social involvement it displays”
(Green 208). Going that way the church easily shifts the focus from the kingdom spread
to the recruiting of members. “To foster the opinion that conversion is anything less than
a changing worldview is at its heart unethical” (Miller 127). To restore the missing
dimension of evangelism is the strategic need of the church in the Ukraine as well as in
the rest of the postcommunist world.
Worldview Shift in the Western World
Western culture is foreign to me; therefore, I doubt I am able to provide an
adequate analysis of the worldview shift dynamics there and must mostly rely on
published sources; however, I am afraid the lack of the same worldview persuasion
element of evangelism is strongly felt in some ways both in Europe (Cunningham) and
North America (Downs).
The History of the Issue
All the authors agree that the Enlightenment had the greatest impact on the
worldview shift in Western society. “Enlightenment has induced much embarrassment
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about divine activity in today’s world, and this tendency has outlived the demise of the
Enlightenment” (Green 26). One cannot as easily trace the turning point for North
America as it could be done for Europe. Noll, for instance, thinks that the “difficulty
came when some Pietists began to view Christian faith as only a life without a concern
for beliefs at all” (42). Nevertheless, Edwards and other leaders of the Great Awakening
of the 1730s and 1740s, following the tradition of reformers, were consistent in keeping a
proper balance of experiential orthopraxy and intellectual orthodoxy. The Second Great
Awakening of 1795-1830 however, despite all its positive points and real revitalization of
Christian life in America, actually neglected its intellectual aspects. As a result, that “lack
of attention to the formation of worldviews undermined the long-term health of
Christianity in the United States” (47). “A failure to balance evangelistic and reforming
zeal with zeal for the intellect left the church as a whole unbalanced and eventually
weakened its ability to cope with the particular problems of modern existence” (51). As a
foreigner, I probably have nothing to add.
Current Situation
The early twentieth century traditional ways of evangelism are no longer as
effective in a Western cultural context as they used to be. “A steady decrease of most
‘old-line’ denominations can be observed since 1966” (Miller 14). “We fail to gather the
harvest, and even destroy some of it while trying to gather it!” (Hunter, Church 24).
“From the Christendom legacy, most churches continue ‘doing church’ as usual, as
though most people in our communities are Christians” (23). The worldview environment
in these times more closely resembles the one “in an Apostolic Age—much like the age
the early Christianity engaged” (23). “The methods that once gathered great harvest later
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yielded diminishing harvest and, in time, virtually no harvest” (69). The time has come to
“rethink our approach to evangelism” (Henderson 211) in the Western context as well.
David W. Henderson further writes following:
When the tracts The Four Spiritual Laws, Step to Peace with God and The
Bridge were written several decades ago, their authors correctly read
where our culture was.… [However, all tracts such as these] begin with
the personal God; today’s world doubts such a being exists. They appeal
to spiritual “laws,” but the world has rejected the idea there is such a thing
as an absolute. And they use the Bible as an authoritative source in a
world that dismissed it as irrelevant. (223)
Tim Downs finds the problem in the same way:
There is no doubt that the soil of our society has eroded significantly in a
short period of time. Over the last forty years, many parachurch
organizations and churches have struggled with a thinning harvest in
America. In an attempt to recapture the glory of past harvests we have
recruited more harvesters, sharpened our sickles and scythes, challenged
our workers to greater commitment and longer hours. Maybe it’s time to
analyze the soil.
Various other authors agree with this understanding of the situation. “Failure to work at
taking the mind captive for Christ invariably leads to the weakening or the collapse of
Christian vitality” (Noll 30).
Following the culture drift to consumerism (Henderson 48), “the church is
encouraged to be relevant so that the religious consumer buys into it” (Miller 24). Doing
its best in answering the questions nobody asks, the church “has gotten used to talking to
itself” (19).
Sir Frederick Catherwood, a former vice president of the European Parliament as
well as former president of the U. K. Evangelical Alliance even raises a prophetic
warning:
Although we have swept our European house clean of fascism and of
communism, and we now have democracy and freedom of speech from
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the Atlantic to the Urals, we also now have a Europe emptier than before
of the Christian faith which once permeated society. In the words of
Christ’s parable, Europe is a house swept clean, ready for seven devils
worse than the first to come in.
Considering changes in North American society, such as urbanization and
multiculturalism, Hunter forecasts that it also “will soon look like a Corinthian continent”
(Radical Outreach 23). “Due to the centuries of secularization, churches in North
America and Europe find themselves, once again, in an extensive ‘mission field’” (197).
“The Church, in the Western world, faces population who are increasingly ‘secular’—
people with no Christian memory, who don’t know what we Christians are talking about”
(Celtic Way 9). Again, I am just an occasional visitor in Western countries, and I have
difficulty developing a valuable opinion on the situation there, but comparing these
diagnoses to the situation in former Soviet Union I do see many things in common.
Sounds like methods that did not work during the recent massive missionary intervention
in my part of the world are not working anymore even in the countries where they
developed.
Summary
In spite of the historical, cultural, traditional, doctrinal, and other differences
between the Western world and the countries of the former Soviet Union, one can see
many current analogies and similarities in regards to worldview. Therefore, I believe
some applications of this study could be useful for evangelism in Western countries as
well. The twenty-first century church should restore the missing link of worldview
persuasion in its evangelism methods according to Jesus, the apostles, and the early
Christians, who, after all, “lived in a world more relativist and more pluralist than our
own” (Green 21).
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Both the Scriptures inspired by the Spirit and the experience of the Church guided
by the Spirit provide a proper model of the incarnational evangelism ministry involving
an essential element of worldview persuasion with the balance of power and truth
manifestation. Ignoring the differences between the basic worldview types may
undermine the long-term results of the entire ministry and make it even harder in the
future, even when the short-term outcome is abundant. In the former Soviet Union the
seeds of the Good News “fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil. It sprang
up quickly, because the soil was shallow. But when the sun came up, the plants were
scorched, and they withered because they had no root” (Matt. 13:5—6). The worldview
difference or shift is hard to recognize from the outer appearance even in the same
culture. Therefore, the Church should restore the apostolic approach to the evangelism
where prayerful listening, study, and care help the evangelists to find a proper approach
to every individual they deal with.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The initial study I made during the time of the postcommunist Great Awakening
revealed the inconsistency of worldviews among people who considered themselves
believers. That inconsistency indicated that the postcommunist transformation in society
did not fit the biblical concept of conversion because it did not affect the people’s
worldview much. I developed an explanatory model of worldview transformation in
postcommunist society later on.
The purpose of this study was to survey national Christian leaders in the Ukraine
in order to test the accuracy of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society
Research Questions
Two primary research questions guided the study, fulfilling its purpose.
Research Question #1
To what extent does the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society correspond to the actual
processes in the society during the decade following the Soviet Union’s collapse?
Research Question #2
What specific components of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society represent the actual
situation most adequately?
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Population and Participants
The target population of the research included national Christian leaders (pastors,
missionaries, evangelists, church planters) who have proven to be faithful to the kingdom
and demonstrated their longing for finding ways for teaching churches to evangelize as
effectively as possible. The participants from my initial list provided eleven of thirteen
responses received. Two more responses were obtained through the snowball sampling
approach.
After the overall analysis of combined data, the study was separated for three
groups of the respondents.
Group One
Representatives of the first group were involved in the ministry before the
communism collapse.
Group Two
The second group included those who became actively involved in Christian
ministry during the time of the so-called postcommunist Great Awakening. They still
continue to serve the kingdom today when the apathy replaced evangelistic excitement in
the society, and most of the Western support of people and funds is considerably reduced.
Group Three
The third group consisted of the representatives of the next generation of
Ukrainian leaders—those who came into ministry after the period of the Great
Awakening and are involved in the ministry actively today in various parts of the
postcommunist world.
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Design of the Study
This study was follow-up qualitative research with the purpose of verifying the
extent of the accuracy of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview
transformation in postcommunist society in the Ukraine in order to identify a way for
effective evangelism in the country as well as in other regions with similar tendencies of
worldview shift.
Alongside the factors of distances between the respondents and underdeveloped
public transportation systems of the country, a cultural tendency of hesitating to say
anything critical in the presence of other experts was the main reason for interviewing the
respondents through e-mail.
Instrumentation
A researcher-designed questionnaire was developed to be used as an outline for
the interview of the research population. It allowed studying the respondents’ opinions on
the extent to which the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview
transformation in postcommunist society corresponds to the actual processes in the
society during the decade following the Soviet Union’s collapse. It also allowed making a
qualitative evaluation of how much one can use the researcher-developed explanatory
model of the worldview transformation in Ukrainian postcommunist society for the
development of the culturally appropriate evangelism methods for postcommunist
Ukraine. The final focus of the questionnaire was the evaluation on how applicable the
researcher-developed explanatory model for the world evangelism in general and/or for
teaching, training, and equipping missionaries, evangelists, and church planters for
effective evangelism in various worldview contexts.
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The Structure of the Questionnaire
The study was focused around six major aspects of the researcher-developed
explanatory model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist society that
interested me as a researcher.
The structure of the questionnaire was identical on every parameter. The
respondents had to rate the given parameter of the model in general and then provide an
explanation of what they considered to be the strong and weak features of the model.
The questionnaire structure and content were identical for all respondents.
Biblical grounding of the model. First, the respondents had to evaluate how
much the model is biblically grounded. The role of the worldview persuasion in
evangelism as well the classification of the basic worldviews upon which the model is
based corresponds both to the immediate texts used for its development and to the general
context of the Scripture.
Sociological reliability of the model. Next, the respondents had to share their
opinion on to what extent the researcher-developed explanatory model of worldview
transformation in postcommunist society corresponds to the actual processes in the
society during the period of the postcommunist Great Awakening.
Visualization of the model. The next issue of the questionnaire dealt with the
fuel analogy in order to find out how much is appropriate as an inductive visualization of
the model. Its intent was to find out if the analogy was more helpful for clarification of
the model’s understanding or more confusing and/or misleading.
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Particular practical value of the model. The main part of the questionnaire
elicited the respondents’ opinions on how useful the model could be for the development
of appropriate evangelism methods for postcommunist societies.
General practical value of the model. Next the respondents had to share their
opinions about the extent to which the model could be applied to world evangelism in
general and particularly to the societies with plural worldviews.
Educational value of the model. Finally, the respondents had to evaluate the
applicability of the model for educational purposes. They had to determine how helpful it
could be for the teaching, training, and equipping of missionaries, evangelists, and church
planters for effective evangelism in various worldview contexts.
Data Collection
For the sake of getting reliable results, I used a blind study approach. A third
party, an independent parachurch ministry called Spiritual Revival Association, printed
the results of the initial research, presented in Chapter 2, as a booklet (Golovin,
Мировоззрение) through an independent publisher, and supplied the population of the
study with the copies of the booklet accompanied by a letter requesting that they study it
carefully, meditate on its contents prayerfully, and discuss it with missionaries, church
leaders, and ministry partners for the sake of its evaluation. A snowball sampling
approach encouraged the participants to recommend others as potential respondents.
After a month, giving a reasonably sufficient amount of time, the population
received an e-mail with a researcher-designed questionnaire for evaluation of
participants’ opinions on the model’s validity. A contact phone number and e-mail
address were provided for the clarification of questions and discussion if needed. The
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respondents who were especially slow with the responds received the follow-up letters
and phone calls to encouraging them to speed up the process.
The respondents sent their answers by e-mail to a third party, who forwarded
them to me. I made a combined anslysis of the responses as well as systematized their
rating for each of the study groups separately, compared them, and made the
correspondent conclusions.
Data Analysis
After answering the questionnaire, the respondents sent the responses by e-mail to
the third party office, where I collected them for analysis. I have systematized the rating
of the model aspects by the responses for the sake of both general analysis and
comparative analysis of the rating differences in the groups, as well as averaged collected
responses on strengths and weaknesses of the model aspects.
Ethical Procedures
Due to the understanding of cultural tendencies to avoid direct criticism or to
share in public an opinion different from others, I used a blind study approach for the
sake of getting reliable results. A third party, an independent parachurch ministry called
Spiritual Revival Association was acting as a research initiator and agent. The ministry
has printed the booklet on the initial research and the model through an independent
publisher with the help of independent publisher, send out the booklets and
questionnaires to the population, and managed all follow-up and feedback
correspondence with the participants. Every participant was guaranteed a confidentiality
of the answers. All documentation is going to be stored at the third party office for two
years and destroyed afterwards.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
The initial study I made during the time of the postcommunist Great Awakening
revealed the inconsistency of worldviews among people who considered themselves
believers. That inconsistency indicated that the postcommunist transformation in society
did not fit the biblical concept of conversion because it did not affect the people’s
worldview much. I developed an explanatory model of worldview transformation in
postcommunist society later on.
The purpose of this study was to survey national Christian leaders in the Ukraine
in order to test the accuracy of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society.
Participants
The participants of the research included national Christian leaders (pastors,
missionaries, evangelists, church planters) who have proven to be faithful to the kingdom
and demonstrated their longing for finding ways for teaching churches to evangelize as
effectively as possible.
Thirteen respondents came out of more then twenty questionnaires distributed.
The participants from the researcher’s initial list provided eleven of thirteen responses
received, two more responses were obtained due to the snowball sampling approach. The
names of the respondents were replaced with coded indication by letters from A to M. A
comparative analysis of the rating of the model by the groups of the respondents followed
the combined analysis of the findings of the study.
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Research Question #1
The Research Question #1 had a purpose to find out: to what extent does the
researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview transformation in
postcommunist Ukrainian society correspond to the actual processes in the society during
the decade following the Soviet Union’s collapse?
A combined rating from one to ten by all respondents A-M of such aspects of the
model as its biblical grounding (BG), sociological reliability (SR), visualization (V),
particular practical value (PPV), general practical value (GPV), and educational value
(EV) as well as average values per aspect (APA) and per respondent (APR) is represented
in Table 4.1.
As one can see, all respondents highly appreciate the model. The average per
respondent (APR) rate has the total average value 8.88, the dispersion of the value is
equal to 3.00 and spreads from 7.00 (respondent E) to 10.00 (respondent C).
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Table 4.1. Combined Rating of the Model Aspects
Respondent

Years In Ministry

BG

SR

V

PPV

GPV

EV

APR

A

30

7.5

8.5

10

8.5

8.5

10

8.83

B

15

9

9

10

9

10

10

9.50

C

13

10

10

10

10

10

10

10.00

D

12

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

E

12

7

5

10

7

6

7

7.00

F

12

10

8

10

9

10

8

9.17

G

11

9

9

8

8

9

10

8.83

H

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

I

10

10

7

5

9

10

10

8.50

J

10

10

10

8

10

10

10

9.67

K

8

8

8

6

7

7

8

7.33

L

5

8

8

7

9

7

9

8.00

M

5

9

8

8

9

10

10

9.00

9.04

8.50

8.46

8.88

9.04

9.38

8.88

APA

Research Question #2
Research Question #2 had the purpose of discovering the following: What
specific components of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview
transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society represent the actual situation most
adequately?
Following the questionnaire, the respondents both rated the aspects of the model
and provided their opinion on its strengths and weaknesses.
The Aspects of the Model Rating
The average per aspect (APA) demonstrates more conformity. The dispersion of
the value is 0.92, and it spreads from 8.46 to 9.38. The APA combined rating is
represented in descending order in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. The Average per Aspect Combined Rating
Aspects of the Model

APA

Educational Value of the Model

9.38

Biblical Grounding of the Model

9.04

General Practical Value of the Model

9.04

Particular Practical Value of the Model

8.88

Sociological Reliability of the Model

8.50

Visualization of the Model

8.46

The highest value of the average per aspect combined rating value (9.38) belongs
to the educational value of the model. The applicability of the model for the educational
purposes of teaching, training, and equipping of missionaries, evangelists, and church
planters for effective evangelism in various worldview contexts is the feature the
respondents appreciate the most.
Two aspects have equally high values (9.04): biblical grounding of the model (the
extent of its correspondence to both the immediate texts used for its development and to
the general context of the Scripture) and its general practical value (the extent to which
the model could be applied to world evangelism in general and particularly to the
societies with plural worldviews).
Surprisingly, the particular practical value of the model (the appreciation by the
respondents of the usefulness of the model for the development of appropriate
evangelism methods for postcommunist societies) is considerably lower than its general
practical value. It is 8.88, and that value is remarkably equal to the average per
respondent/average per aspects total average value.
The sociological reliability of the model (the extent of its correspondence to the
actual processes in the society during the period of the postcommunist Great Awakening)
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and visualisation of the model (how helpful the analogy is for clarification of the model’s
understanding) both unexpectedly got the lowest values close to equal (8.50 and 8.46
respectively).
The way the respondents explain the strengths and weaknesses of the aspects of
the model provides some clarification.
The Aspects of the Model Strengths and Weaknesses
The respondents shared their opinions on strengths and weaknesses of every
aspect of the model. The averaged results follow.
Educational value of the model: strengths. The respondents demonstrate their
appreciation of the model’s usefulness for educational purposes as clearly understood and
thought provoking. They see it as important both for making the training of ministers,
missionaries, and evangelists practice-oriented and rooted in the Bible. The focus on the
importance of the study of strategies and approaches practiced by Jesus and Paul meets
the favor of the respondents, especially in making students prepared for the Incarnational
approach to the ministry. It provides a sufficiently “big picture” for developing culturally
related particular models and analogies, as well as teaches people to develop personal
approaches to evangelism instead of using traditional methodics borrowed from different
contexts. As an educational tool the model highly motivates students for the analytical
approach and encourages a long-term commitment for the ministry. According to the
respondents, it should be included in every evangelism training program and shows a
direction for the changes necessary in the Christian education system.
Educational value of the model: weaknesses. Two respondents of thirteen
showed their concern that as an educational tool the model underestimates the role of
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God in a conversion process. It also needs more systematic practical recommendation and
requires constant updates.
Biblical grounding of the model: strengths. Among the strengths of the biblical
grounding of the model, most of the respondents stressed its high appreciation of the
authority of Scripture and universal meaning of the Good News; its balance of using an
immediate and general biblical contexts; and, its careful study of the methods of Jesus
and apostles in debates, in persuasion, and in using the criteria for truth.
Respondents also notice the well-grounded emphasis of the model on how the
understanding of the Good News depends on the worldview of the audience and on the
need for different approaches to Gentiles and Jews. They consider the model as
Christocentric and demonstrating the Incarnational nature of evangelism. It is convicting
in grounding the need for the work of “preparing the soil.”
Biblical grounding of the model: weaknesses. The main weakness of the
biblical grounding of the model indicated by the respondents was the one-sided
situational interpretation of the parable of the sower. They noticed the limited usage of
the Scripture, while more texts could be involved into the model biblical development. It
also underestimates work of Holy Spirit in conversion and uses limited classification of
the worldview types. The respondents mentioned also that usage of the term “Jews” for
the type of worldview may be confusing anyway, whatever disclaimers were made.
General practical value of the model: strengths. As the main strength of the
general practical value of the model the respondents see the model as general enough to
be used as a blueprint for the development of the local particular models in various
contexts. They consider the model well-developed within the limits of it applicability, as
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well as flexible enough to fit various cultures. It opens new horizons for cross-cultural
ministry, provides the opportunity of the worldview classification of a given area, and
warns about dangers and limitations of the worldview persuasion. The model is clear for
understanding and easy for practical application. It brings together universal biblical
principles and the focus on the individual approach.
General practical value of the model: weaknesses. As the weaknesses of the
general practical value of the model, the respondents mentioned that it is too general for
figuring out particular details in a given society. It also interprets the “traditional”
methods of evangelism in too general way.
Particular practical value of the model: strengths. Most of the respondents
agree that the model is a necessary tool for evangelism in the region. They appreciate it
for providing an opportunity to figure out a starting point for approaching a particular
person; its motivating potential for the restoration of an unchangeable biblical foundation
of evangelism as well as of a need to be flexible in changing of the approaches depending
on actual situation. It shows topicality of biblical methods, demonstrates worldview
elements of the culture, helps to build a “big picture” of the society worldview structure;
helps to make the analysis that leads to the practical recommendations, and allows the
development of relevant strategy. The model is flexible enough to fit any subculture of
the society; it inspires both for the work of “preparing the soil” and for step-by-step
follow-up.
Particular practical value of the model: weaknesses. The main weakness of the
particular practical value of the model mentioned by the respondents is lack of practical
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recommendations. Some also consider it too general; some are afraid it can be used for
the development of manipulative techniques development.
Sociological reliability of the model: strengths. Most of the respondents believe
the model does reflect actual transformation processes of the worldview shift in the
society. It represents well the features of the churches during the period of transformation
as well as the situation in the society afterwards. The respondents consider the model as
the best one on the sound representation of the situation with evangelism in Ukraine and
in the world. It is built on clear statistical results, is logically well grounded, provides
complex analysis and sound stages approach, and results in sober evaluation without
either superficial excitement or painful self-reproach.
Sociological reliability of the model: weaknesses. The overall weakness of the
social reliability of the model mentioned by the respondents is its generalization: it does
not reflect all particular processes in the facets of the society. It uses too broad worldview
categories without any intermediate gradations. It also overlooks the negative impact of
the faithful (rigidness, arrogance, isolationism, ignorance, mass emigration, separatism of
the clans of believers—denominations, brotherhoods, and congregations groups).
Visualization of the model: strengths. The major strength of the visualization of
the model is the analogy with the process. That helps in representing the dynamics and
allows understanding of situation development. The model is also simple for
understanding and clear in showing the importance of pre-evangelism. The analogy is
original and practically helpful; it is spectacular, simple, memorable, and easy to
reproduce.
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Visualization of the model: weaknesses. Surprisingly, many respondents
declared the fuel analogy gender-biased. They consider it not easily understood by those
who do not know how an engine works, by ladies in particular. I will reserve commentary
on this issue untill the comparative analysis by the groups of the respondents.
Pretty insightful are critiques of the model saying that while identification of Jews
with a gas tank helps to understand the dynamics of the actual transformation in society,
it is confusing for the picture of the church because the gas tank is a part of the motion
system, while all non-Christians are outside actually, and a gas station would probably be
a better analogy for that purpose. Also, the model represents an individual’s worldview
transformation in too mechanistic a way. As for other aspects, visualization is also
mentioned to be too general. It simplifies the diverse actual picture, and not every actual
process fits it.
Comparative Analysis of the Demographic Data
This analysis is not specifically related to the research questions but is provided in
order to observe demographic trends. Comparative analysis involved grouping of the
respondents by their ministry experience and by their main occupation.
Grouping by Ministry Experience
My major interest was the presumed difference of the appreciation foe the model
by the respondents depending on their involvement in the ministry history. After the
overall analysis of combined data, the study was separated for three groups of the
respondents. Representatives of the first group were involved in the ministry before the
communism collapse, that is prior to the transformational period (Group One, more than
20 years in the ministry). The second group included those who became actively involved
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in Christian ministry during the time of the so-called postcommunist Great Awakening.
They still continue to serve the kingdom today when the apathy replaced evangelistic
excitement in the society, and most of the Western support of people and funds is
considerably reduced (Group Two, 11-20 years in the ministry). The third group
consisted of the representatives of the next generation of Ukrainian leaders—those who
came into ministry after the period of the Great Awakening and are involved in the
ministry actively today in various parts of the postcommunist world (Group Three, 1-10
years in the ministry).
Group One (more than 20 years in the ministry). One could naturally expect
the Group One potential representatives to be most vocal on the discussed issues from the
position of their experience. Surprisingly, they happened to be most lackadaisical instead.
A response came from only one person (A) who meets the requirement for being listed in
Group One. Discussion of the situation with the Research Reflection Team found out four
major reasons for the inactivity of the Group One potential representatives: custom to
uniformity, lack of education, potential embarrassment, and mass emigration.
First of all, the Group One potential respondents spent most of their life in
communist society with a stable uniform social environment, and following the changes
both inside of the church and outside of it as the understanding of the model requires is
hard for them.
Secondly, because the communists did not allow Christians to study at the
colleges and universities, most of the Group One potential respondents are undereducated
people who are not used to the analysis, strategic planning, results reflection, and
systematic approach to the ministry for which the model is designed.
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Thirdly, because the initial study demonstrates failures of the postcommunist
ministries, the Group One potential respondents may feel the analysis of the situation as a
threat to their traditional approach, an accusation of failure or even offense, and are
embarrassed to respond.
Finally, not many people who meet the requirements for the Group One
potential respondents are left in the country because most of them emigrated to the West
as soon as communism collapsed.
Considering the reasons above, one should conclude that respondent A cannot be
treated as a typical potential representative for Group One. He received a good education
(as a medical doctor) prior to his conversion and involvement in the ministry, and he
continues to serve actively as a nationwide ministry leader, looking for any effective
ways of evangelism according to the changes in society. Therefore, he is an exception
from a supposed group, and the very fact of his lonely response confirms that assumption.
As a result, his response cannot be used for the generalization purposes, and Group One
should be excluded from the comparative analysis.
Groups Two (11-20 years in the ministry) and Three (1-10 years in the
ministry). The ratings of such aspects of the model as biblical grounding (BG),
sociological reliability (SR), visualization (V), particular practical value (PPV), general
practical value (GPV), and its educational value (EV) from one to ten by respondents
from Groups Two and Three as well as their average value per aspect (APA) and per
respondent (APR), are represented in the Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
As one can see, Group Two representatives who became involved in ministry
during the transformation decade appreciate the model a little bit higher (9.06) than those
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who came into the ministry later on (8.72), but they have a broader variety of opinions.
The average per respondent rate dispersion for Group Two is equal to 3.00 and spreads
from 7.00 (respondent E) to 10.00 (respondent C) while for Group Two the dispersion of
the value is equal to 2.50 and spreads from 7.33 (respondent K) to 9.83 (respondent H).
Nevertheless, because the model average rating difference between the individuals within
a group (3.00) an order higher than between the groups (0.34), subjective perception
probably influences a respondent’s opinion more than ministry experience.

Table 4.3. Group Two Rating of the Model Aspects
Respondent

Years in Ministry

BG

SR

V

PPV

GPV

EV

APR

B

15

9

9

10

9

10

10

9.50

C

13

10

10

10

10

10

10

10.00

D

12

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

E

12

7

5

10

7

6

7

7.00

F

12

10

8

10

9

10

8

9.17

G

11

9

9

8

8

9

10

8.83

9.17

8.50

9.50

8.83

9.17

9.17

9.06

APA

Table 4.4. Group Three Rating of the Model Aspects
Respondent

Years in Ministry

BG

SR

V

PPV

GPV

EV

APR

H

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

I

10

10

7

5

9

10

10

8.50

J

10

10

10

8

10

10

10

9.67

K

8

8

8

6

7

7

8

7.33

L

5

8

8

7

9

7

9

8.00

M

5

9

8

8

9

10

10

9.00

9.17

8.50

7.17

9.00

9.00

9.50

8.72

APA
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The average per aspect rating of the model is more conformed compared to the
average per respondent. Its dispersion is equal to 1.00 (from 8.50 to 9.50) for Group Two
and to 2.33 (from 7.17 to 9.50) for Group Three, but the way respondents rated the
aspects of the model is unexpectedly surprising. The average per aspect ratings for
Groups Two and Three are represented in descending order in Tables 4.5 and 4.6
respectively.

Table 4.5. Group Two Average per Aspect Rating
Aspects of the Model

APA

Visualization of the Model

9.50

Educational Value of the Model

9.17

Biblical Grounding of the Model

9.17

General Practical Value of the Model

9.17

Particular Practical Value of the Model

8.83

Sociological Reliability of the Model

8.50

Table 4.6. Group Three Average per Aspect Rating
Aspects of the Model

APA

Educational Value of the Model

9.50

Biblical Grounding of the Model

9.17

General Practical Value of the Model

9.00

Particular Practical Value of the Model

9.00

Sociological Reliability of the Model

8.50

Visualization of the Model

7.17

The average per aspect ratings for Groups Two and Three demonstrate many
similarities. Both groups have the same highest APA rate value, 9.50, for different
aspects. Both groups gave the second position to the biblical grounding of the model with
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exactly the same value, 9.17. Both groups have the same value, 8.50, for the reliability of
the model (interestingly enough, respondent A of the supposed Group One gave the same
rating to that very aspect).
A slight difference one can see is that Group Two appreciates the educational
value of the model and general practical value of the model equally with its biblical
grounding (9.17), while Group Three rates the educational value of the model
considerably higher (9.50) but its general practical value a little bit lower (9.00). Group
Three treats general and particular practical values of the model equally (9.00), while
Group Two rates particular practical value lower (8.83) than general practical value
(9.17). Nevertheless, the average value of two aspects (9.00) is the same for both groups.
Grouping by Main Occupation
Usually national leaders who responded on the questionnaire ran a spectrum of
ministries, occupations, and responsibilities, but one occupation could be considered a
main one for most of them on the basis of the time they spend on it. Taking into
consideration that main occupation of the respondents, one could easily see that the
respondents C, D, and H who spend most of their time at the mission field with
traditionally non-Christian (Islamic and Taoist) cultural environments provided
enormously highest ratings for the model aspects, while respondents E, K, and L, mostly
occupied at local pastoral and educational offices, provided considerably lower ratings.
The ratings of such aspects of the model as its biblical grounding, sociological
reliability, visualization, particular practical value, general practical value, and
educational value from one to ten by field missionaries and local congregation pastors, as
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well as their average value per aspect and per respondent, are represented in Tables 4.7
and 4.8 respectively.

Table 4.7. Rating of the Model Aspects by Field Missionaries
Respondent

Years in Ministry

BG

SR

V

PPV

GPV

EV

APR

C

13

10

10

10

10

10

10

10.00

D

12

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

H

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

9.83

10.00

10.00

9.33

10.00

10.00

10.00

9.89

APA

Field missionaries who serve in traditionally non-Christian (Islamic and Taoist)
cultural environments appreciated the model quite higher (total average 9.89) and in
accord. Their average per respondent rate dispersion is equal to 0.17 and spreads from
9.83 (respondents D and H) to 10.00 (respondent C). All of them gave the highest rating
of 10 to all aspects of the model except its visualization (APA=9.33), which is probably
lower than others due to the reason explained previously.

Table 4.8. Rating of the Model Aspects by Local Pastors
Respondent

Years in Ministry

BG

SR

V

PPV

GPV

EV

APR

E

12

7

5

10

7

6

7

7.00

K

8

8

8

6

7

7

8

7.33

L

5

8

8

7

9

7

9

8.00

7.67

7.00

7.67

7.67

6.67

8.00

7.44

APA

Local congregation pastors appreciate the model much lower (7.44), but have a
wider variety of opinions. Their dispersion of the value is equal to 1.00 and spreads from
7.00 (respondent E) to 8.00 (respondent L). Their average per aspect rating of the model
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is more diverse as well—its dispersion is equal 1.33 (from 6.67 to 8.00). The average per
aspect rating of the model by local pastors is represented in descending order in Table
4.9.

Table 4.9. Average per Aspect Rating by Local Pastors
Aspects of the Model

APA

Educational Value of the Model

8.00

Biblical Grounding of the Model

7.67

Particular Practical Value of the Model

7.67

Visualization of the Model

7.67

Sociological Reliability of the Model

7.00

General Practical Value of the Model

6.67

The pastors appreciate the educational value of the model most of all (8.00). They
equally (7.67) treat the biblical grounding of the model, its particular practical value, and
visualization. Sociological reliability of the model and its general practical value received
the lowest positions (7.00 and 6.67 accordingly).
Summary of Major Findings
Among all the data obtained from the study, one can find following three areas as
major findings compare to other information.
1. A researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview transformation in
postcommunist Ukrainian society accurately corresponds to the actual processes in the
society during the decade following the Soviet Union’s collapse.
2. Educational value, biblical grounding, and general practical value are the
aspects of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview transformation
in postcommunist Ukrainian society representing the actual situation most adequately.
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3. The difference of the appreciation of the researcher-developed explanatory
model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society by national
leaders does not depend on their ministry experience but on their main occupation. Field
missionaries who serve in traditionally non-Christian (Islamic and Taoist) cultural
environments appreciate the model the most; local congregational pastors appreciate the
model much less.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Accuracy of the researcher-developed explanatory model of the worldview
transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society, its aspects representing the actual
situation most adequately, and the difference in the model appreciation by the national
leaders depending on their main occupation rather than on their ministry experience are
the major findings of the study.
Accuracy of the Model
The results of the study lead to the conclusion that the researcher-developed
explanatory model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society
is, in general, a reliable representation of the actual worldview shift processes in the
society after the collapse of the totalitarian communist regime in the Soviet Union with
its uniform worldview environment. Both combined and comparative qualitative analysis
of the study results show that the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society is a reliable generalization
of the dynamics of the period. It corresponds sufficiently well to the actual processes in
the society during the decade following the collapse of Soviet Union.
Most Valuable Aspects of the Model
The study has demonstrated that educational value, biblical grounding, and
general practical value are the aspects of the researcher-developed explanatory model of
the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society representing the actual
situation most adequately.
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Educational value of the model, its applicability for educational purposes,
received the highest (9.38 out of 10) average per aspect rating among the respondents.
The respondents found it most helpful for the teaching, training, and equipping of
missionaries, evangelists, and church planters for effective evangelism in various
worldview contexts.
Two other aspects that was rated above the average level (equal values of 9.04)
are biblical grounding of the model (the extent of its correspondence to both the
immediate texts used for its development and to the general context of the Scripture) and
its general practical value (the extent to which the model could be applied to world
evangelism in general and particularly to the societies with plural worldviews).
Particular practical value and sociological reliability are less reliable because, as a
generalization, the model is not able to cover all specific particulars. The study did not
provide clear consistent understanding of the adequacy of the visualization of the model
due to the ambiguity caused by the uncertainty of side effects.
The model proved to be sufficiently grounded biblically and, as a valid
generalization, could be helpful for the educational purposes of teaching, training, and
equipping missionaries, evangelists, and church planters for effective evangelism in
various worldview contexts, as well as for the practical evangelism in the societies with
plural worldviews.
Demographic Differences of the Model Appreciation
The study has discovered the difference of the appreciation of the researcherdeveloped explanatory model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist
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Ukrainian society by national leaders does not depend on their ministry experience but on
their main occupation.
Grouping by the ministry experience. The comparative analysis on the basis of
the ministry experience of respondents did not find considerable difference between the
appreciations of the model by those who came into the ministry during the period of
transformation and those who became involved later.
In general, my expectations to find a considerable impact of the time period when
the respondent became involved into the ministry on his appreciation of the model or
various aspects of it were wrong, at least for the respondents who became involved in
ministry during the time period of transformation and after it. Nevertheless, one can trace
an interesting pattern in the collected data anyway when grouping data by the main
occupation of the respondents.
Grouping by the occupation. The comparative analysis on the basis of the main
occupation of the respondents discovered considerable differences between appreciations
of the model by field missionaries and local ministers. The respondents who spend most
of their time in the mission fields characterized by traditionally non-Christian (Islamic
and Taoist) cultural environment appreciate the model unconditionally, while the
respondents mostly occupied at the local pastoral and educational offices treat it more
reservedly.
Field missionaries greatly appreciate the model. All of them gave the highest
rating of 10 to all aspects of the model except its visualization (9.33). The pastors
appreciate the educational value of the model most of all (8.00). They equally (7.67) treat
the biblical grounding of the model, its particular practical value, and visualization.
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Sociological reliability of the model and its general practical value got the lowest
positions (7.00 and 6.67 accordingly). That result does not sound reasonable to me: If a
model is not reliable and has low general practical value, it can not have good educational
value by definition. The opinion of the field missionaries, who rates those aspects
equally, is more consistent from my point of view.
I would explain the difference in the rating of the model in general and its
particular aspects by field missionaries and local pastors by the way they experience the
challenges of the situation and the need for change in the mission field. The felt needs of
the field missionaries are far from the pastors who teach at the church, which explains the
distressing growth of separation between the mission work and church life in the country.
Implications of the Findings
Based on the findings of the research and lack of worldview change demonstrated
in the model, I developed a scale for future ministry.
As discussed earlier, various authors insisted on understanding conversion more
as a process rather than a one-time event and, therefore, on a different individual
approach in practical evangelism. All of them agree that listening to the interlocutors is
essential for finding where the person is in his or her spiritual journey in order to know
where to begin the persuasion. Some authors even undertook purposeful attempts to
develop a scale as a practical tool allowing the evangelist to determine a starting point for
the conversation.
Scale Approach for Finding a Starting Point of Evangelism
The scale approach proved to be effective in the particular uniform worldview
environment and looks promising in general. Nevertheless, previous attempts mostly
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focused on the estimation of a person’s knowledge rather then worldview. Their goal was
to find to what extent a person is informed of the basics of the good news. Those attempts
traditionally treat conversion as a decision-making process and neglect the need for
worldview persuasion at the level of Gentiles. Therefore, developing a worldview-based
evangelism scale seems essential. Using such scale one could find a specific point, where
right beliefs of an adressing person could be used an effective weapon for challenging his
or her own wrong beliefs.
Scale Approach Development for Worldview Persuasion
Among all evangelism, conversion, and discipleship scales mentioned in Chapter
2, Engel’s classical Evangelism Scale (Engel and Wilbert 45) could be used as the most
suitable model for developing a scale for finding of the proper starting point for
persuasion in various worldview contexts. In order to meet the need of worldview
persuasion, it should be rescaled in accordance with basic worldview types as presented
in Figure 1.1 (p. 8), as well as expanded to cover the area of the Gentiles. The resulting
scale I offered is represented in Table 5.1. The up-to-down progression of the table is
correspondent to the left-to-right progression of Figure 1.1.
Table 5.1 has four columns. The first one is the scale per se. A person’s
worldview relative position is designated by a conventional number. The special points
on the scale are 0 (conversion to Christ), +1 (commitment), and –1 (conversion from a
Gentile to a Jew, conventionally referred as agnosticism—not in the philosophical
meaning of the term, but as a reminder that it is a turning point from belief that no God
exists to belief in God’s existence). A person before (above) the –1 point is a Gentile
according to his or her worldview; someone between –1 and 0 points is a Jew; someone
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between 0 and +1 points is an infant in Christ; and, finally, beyond the +1 point is
faithful.
The second column of Table 5.1 lists the role of a communicator, the one who
performs the ministry of the worldview challenge. The third column is the person’s
response to the worldview persuasion.

Table 5.1. Worldview Change Progression Scale
Scale

Communicator’s Role

<–1

Demolishing strongholds
(apologist)

–1
– 0.9
– 0.8
– 0.7
– 0.6
– 0.5
– 0.4
– 0.3
– 0.2
– 0.1

Proclamation (evangelist)

Call to repentance

0

Baptism

+ 0.2

Edifying
(mentor)

+ 0.4
+ 0.6
+ 0.8
+1
>+1

Person’s Response
Gentile
Suppressing the truth by wickedness
(Rom. 1:18)
Agnostic
Jew
Believing in a supreme being
Discovering God’s attributes
Learning the Good News
Knowing the Good News
Understanding the Good News
Agreeing with the Good News
Admitting personal problems
Realizing the need to act
Decision to act or to reject
Conversion to Christ
Infant
Evaluating the decision made
Incorporation into a local body of
believers
Reading the Bible, praying,
fellowshipping with believers
Transformation of behavior,
understanding, values
Commitment
The faithful
Sacrificial giving, ministry,
witnessing, reproduction

God’s Role
General revelation
(Rom. 1-2)

Convicting

Justification
Sanctification
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The Role of God in Worldview Persuasion
Some respondents of the study have rightly pointed out that underestimation of
the role of God in a conversion process is a weakness of the researcher-developed
explanatory model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society.
The final column of Table 5.1 represents God’s work in the worldview transformation for
avoiding that misbalance. One definitely needs to remember that the transformation of a
person’s worldview is God’s business:
What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through
whom you came to believe—as the Lord has assigned to each his task. I
planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he
who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes
things grow. The man who plants and the man who waters have one
purpose, and each will be rewarded according to his own labor. For we are
God’s fellow workers; you are God's field, God’s building. By the grace
God has given me, I laid a foundation as an expert builder, and someone
else is building on it. But each one should be careful how he builds. (1
Cor. 3:5-10)
If Christians are going to fulfill the divine mission with their own efforts, they are
destined to fail no matter how advanced or “strong or stark or courageous” their programs
are, because only God through his Word and with his Spirit brings people to repentance,
creates a pure heart, and restores the righteous spirit. Jesus told in the parable:
This is what the kingdom of God is like. A man scatters seed on the
ground. Night and day, whether he sleeps or gets up, the seed sprouts and
grows, though he does not know how. All by itself the soil produces
grain—first the stalk, then the head, then the full kernel in the head. As
soon as the grain is ripe, he puts the sickle to it, because the harvest has
come. (Mark 4:26-29)
Thus, the seed of the kingdom of God bears fruit without anyone’s participation, “all by
itself,” automatically as one may say (Schwarz 12). The only task is to remove obstacles
in this process. Following the agricultural analogy one has to remove rocks before
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plowing. If some needed elements are missing, one has to add fertilizer. If the land is
arid, one should water the field. The rest is God’s business; therefore the table requires
that column.
Gentiles’ Persuasion Approach
Biblical classification of the worldviews represented in Chapter 2 determines a
variety of evangelism approaches required for people from different worldview
categories. The area of Gentiles in Figure 1.1 (p.8) is to the left of the –1 point. It
represents the diverse worldview variety that does not involve an idea of only one
absolute personal Supreme Being. Preaching Christ crucified is foolishness to them (1
Cor. 1:23). This status does not mean they know absolutely nothing about God:
Since what may be known about God is plain to them, because God has
made it plain to them. For since the creation of the world God's invisible
qualities—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen,
being understood from what has been made, so that men are without
excuse. (Rom. 1:19-20)
Being without excuse, anapologhtov, Gentiles respond to the general revelation by
suppressing its truth by wickedness, holding it in the captivity of sin (Rom. 1:18). They
build up ideological strongholds in order to protect their cozy worldviews, to which the
truth is an obvious and immediate threat. The role of a persuader at this stage is to break
down those strongholds:
The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the
contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish
arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge
of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. (2
Cor. 10:4-5)
This ministry, traditionally called apologetics, is the preparation of the soil for sowing.
The way to prepare a particular type of soil is determined by what is wrong with it.
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Similarly, ome must make a diagnosis of what specific types of strongholds keep a
certain individual from accepting the truth. If the soil is overgrown with the weeds of
false ideas, picking up pebbles from between these weeds will only encourage the lush
growth of the weeds. If the ground is covered (or, which is worse, methodically paved as
it was in communist Soviet Union) with rocks of unbelief, crawling around with a
magnifying glass hunting out shoots of weeds and then removing them with tweezers is
of no use. In order to prepare soil for sowing effectively, one needs to analyze first what
the exact problem with the soil is. Only then will efforts to break down strongholds not
be in vain.
If a person from childhood believed a school teacher who said humans evolved
from apes, one needs to demonstrate where the teacher and the textbooks had been
wrong. If one considers the Bible as a compilation of myths and legends, such a person
needs to be told about the origin of the Bible, and the origin of humans can wait. If one
believes the problem is, “If your God is so good, why is my life so bad?” refering to
scientific and historical evidence would be of little effect.
One must discern what exactly hinders an individual to find the strongholds of the
false beliefs that he or she uses to fence off God are located and to try to break it down
purposefully. The persuader who performs this ministry acts primarily as an apologist.
Jews’ Persuasion Approach
When a person according to his or her worldview becomes a Jew, the role of the
persuaders becomes more of evangelists. Here their task is to sow the seed of the word by
proclaiming the good news. At the same time the work of the Holy Spirit is convicting
the person of guilt in regard to sin and righteousness and judgment (John 16:8).
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Even after entering that worldview category, an individual continues the
consecutive progress of the worldview transformation however. At first, on a –0.9 level, a
person believes in God only as an abstract supreme being. A friend of mine, passing the
agnostic stage, stated one day, “I understand two things now: The first is that God exists,
and the second is that I am not him.” A Gentile is his or her own highest value. After
becoming a Jew, one understands that something higher exists—God, who is the
Absolute.
Discovering the nature of that Absolute, a person later reaches the –0.8 level,
where he or she starts to become acquainted with the personal attributes of God (e.g.,
love, goodness, justice). At the next level, –0.7, the first acquaintance with the essence of
the good news occurs—not just with the gospel stories (one may have known them
before) or the various interpretations the world provides, but the message of salvation
personally for him or her.
The next stages are –0.6, knowing the good news; –0.5, understanding the good
news; and, –0.4, agreeing with the good news. Having reached this stage, one comes to
the –0.3 level of recognizing personal problems he or she is not capable of solving
without God.
Here the critical moment comes: realization of the need to act, level –0.2. This
point is the only place where the call for repentance is going to be appropriate; only here
can it play a positive role. As long as people have not reached this point, any efforts to
push them toward repentance will either be unproductive or, which is worse, can produce
an opposite effect. As soon as an individual starts getting the first initial ideas about God,
the person understands God’s appreciation for freedom, and the extent of the freedom
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given by God to him or her personally. When evangelists start pushing such people
toward making a decision, it gives rise to natural internal resistance. Partly it happens
because sin continues to work inside of the person; innate rebellion makes departure from
God naturally. The person tends to resist a coercion, which one perceives as coming from
the persuader personally. The person realizes manipulation is against the will of God,
who wants everyone to come to him freely, from his or her own will. Therefore, calling
one to repent before the person has reached that level usually hardens the soil only and
produces an opposite effect.
Even at this point, being prepared for the radical worldview change, one can
choose to reject the good news. One rigid mechanism for everybody does not work. The
guidance of the Holy Spirit is so important in the entire process. People are free to choose
either life or death, either blessings or curses (Deut. 30:19). If the rejection happens, the
person, instead of converting toward God, goes back to stage –0.6, knowing the Good
News. Internalized information will not go anywhere, but the relationship takes a set
back. A person may keep going forward and back, circulating within the range from –0.6
and –0.1 throughout life and never move on to the next level. At this very stage is
important not only challenge one’s worldview, but also to call the person to surrender to
God who breaks the captivity of sin, as well as pray continually for the divine
intervention.
Infants’ Persuasion Approach
If a person makes a step toward God, rejects oneself, and turns into a 0, the most
important metanoia of life takes place. The new convert gets baptized, and God justifies
the sinner by grace through the blood of his Son. God does not count the person’s sin but
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gives the person the righteousness of Christ and makes the him or her the object of
adoption.
All of these immense changes happen in the invisible spiritual realm, but
outwardly the person remains the same. He or she, an infant in Christ, still drags the
worldly experience and habits of the past life. Changes often are not seen right away. A
person is just starting along this road. Sometimes new converts even resist the work of
the Holy Spirit inside of them. One young man in my congregation remained especially
long at the infant in Christ stage. He dealt with a serious problem: addiction to gambling.
One day he came to me and said, “I don’t get it! I was playing the way I always do, but
the tricks that always worked didn’t work anymore! Why is God not helping me?”
“Why do you think he is not helping?” I responded “Of course he is helping! In
the past he allowed you do these stupid things because of your ignorance (Acts 17:30),
but now you entered into a covenant with him. You know that this kind of stuff is
inappropriate in his eyes. That is why you are going to get punished for the same thing
that unbelievers go unpunished for. God loves you so much that he accepts you the way
you are, but he loves you too much to allow you to remain the way you are! ‘The Lord
disciplines those he loves, and he punishes everyone he accepts as a son. Endure hardship
as discipline; God is treating you as sons. For what son is not disciplined by his father? If
you are not disciplined (and everyone undergoes discipline), then you are illegitimate
children and not true sons’ (Heb. 12:6-8). God is dwelling in you through his Spirit, and
he will make efforts to see you change. If you want to get a beating all the time and avoid
his blessings, you can resist him. Again, it is your choice, but God promised not to leave
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you alone, and you can be sure he will keep his word. He will constantly be drawing you
to himself.”
Paul sees this process as a part of God’s work of sanctification. At this stage,
edifying is what persuaders should do. They play the role of mentors; however, good
teachers also cannot afford the luxury to have one lesson only for everybody they speak
with on everything that happens in life. As everybody else, infants grow and change little
by little. Mentors need to understand where their disciples are at a given time.
At first new converts live through a period of time when they evaluate their
decision outcome. They compare the reality with the expectations they used to have, and
mentors need to direct this process by helping the disciples analyze their expectations
again in accordance with God’s will and not in accordance with the carnal nature that
gave rise to those expectations before conversion. Otherwise, the neophyte can become
disappointed. That is exactly what happened to those who seeped out of the carburetor in
Figure 1.5 (p.16). Because a limited number of ministers ended up with too many infants
in Christ, the latter either was disappointed in their expectations or did not find their place
in the congregation. Nobody corrected their views or helped them discern their gifts to
find a ministry for them.
At the next stage the believers become rooted in the local congregation. They
spend more time reading the Bible, praying, and fellowshipping with their new brothers
and sisters in the faith. Under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, their behavior changes,
their understandings change, and so do their values. A person then approaches the next
worldview conversion called commitment.
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The Faithful Ones’ Persuasion Approach
Reaching commitment, individuals become mature Christians, the faithful ones.
They learn to give sacrificially, understanding that “it is more blessed to give that to
receive” (Acts 20:35). They have sufficient motivation for ministry. They cannot be
stopped from witnessing. Finally, they are ready for spiritual reproduction, that is, to be
able to play purposefully the persuasive role of an apologist to Gentiles, of an evangelist
to those who seek God, and of a mentor to believers, both the infants and the faithful.
Note of Reservation on the Scale Approach
The study demonstrated that the researcher-developed explanatory model of the
worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society is just a generalization. It
reflects the average situation in the society but should be applied to groups and
individuals within the society with a certain measure of skepticism. Without doubt, in the
same extent this scale is also very general, relative, conditional, and speculative; it does
not mean that everybody necessarily goes through all of these stages, or that passing
through the stages that are equally removed from each other on the scale always takes the
same amount of time for different individuals. One person may wander for a long time
back and forth. Another one can pass several stages in one day. For instance, Dionysius,
Damaris, and a number of others from Areopagus (Acts 17:34) became believers (at least
infants) after, most probably, starting off as Gentiles. Nevertheless, the offered scale
could be a useful tool for evangelists, missionaries, ministers, or whoever, allowing them
to figure out approximately where a certain person is standing on the spiritual journey,
what is his or her worldview, “that whenever I open my mouth, words may be given me
so that I will fearlessly make known the mystery of the gospel” (Eph. 6:19).
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The Complex Approach Importance
The scale helps to restore worldview as a missing dimension of evangelism. It
demonstrates what the primary role of a persuader is at a given stage of a person’s
spiritual journey. When the person enters another stage, the primary role becomes
secondary, but does not lose its significance altogether.
Every disciple of Jesus is called to be involved in the ministry he or she is
purposefully equipped for by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 12:11), but this specific calling does
not mean other ministries are not needed. For example, the Scripture talks about faith as a
special gift given by the Spirit to some believers (1 Cor. 12:9), but this gift does not mean
those who are given different special gifts of the Spirit should not have faith (they could
not be called believers otherwise). In the same way the commandments to teach (Matt.
28:19) and to spread the good news (1 Cor. 9:16) are given to all believers, no matter
whether the gift to teach and evangelize is their special gift or not, service in the area of
one’s giftedness is a person’s main calling.
Similarly, while working with believers, the role of a persuader as an evangelist is
not a primary role, but it does not disappear altogether because believers are to be always
rooted in the truth they received. The apostle writes, “So I will always remind you of
these things, even though you know them and are firmly established in the truth you now
have” (2 Pet. 1:12). The role of an apologist is primarily in the work with Gentiles, but it
does not disappear at further stages. What remains after the strongholds are broken down
is just a hole, a crater. Any trash can fill it up, but it should become a foundation pit for
building a worldview correctly representing the truth.
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While working with Jews, the evangelist also works as an apologist when laying
in this pit a foundation of beliefs upon which a new worldview will be built. A person
may come to God under the influence of emotions, or while in a state of excitement, or,
on the contrary, while being in a depression and sensing the despair of his or her pitiful
life situation, but the laying of a firm worldview foundation will be the security behind
the firm establishment of a new convert in the faith.
While working with infants, one builds up the construction of a biblical
worldview on the foundation that was laid. Here mentoring is the main role of the
persuader; however, apologetics still must to root a person in the faith more. An
evangelist must develop the person’s proper understanding of the Good News and ability
to communicate it to others. Work with the faithful ones is the completion of the building
project, roofing over. The primary role is equipping the faithful for service to all who are
at the previous stages. All previous roles are focused on reaching that main goal. Thus,
the higher the position of a person at the scale, the more multifaceted the worldview
persuasion ministry should be.
Unexpected Observations
Several aspects revealed by the study were surprising to me as a researcher and
did not match my expectations.
Shortage of the Responses from Most Experienced Leaders
One could naturally expect the potential representatives of Group One (more than
20 years in the ministry) to be most vocal on the discussed issues from the position of
their experience. Surprisingly, they happened to be most lackadaisical instead. A
response came from only one person who meets the requirement for being listed in the
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group. Discussion of the situation with the Research Reflection Team figured out four
major reasons for the inactivity of the Group One potential representatives: custom to
uniformity, lack of education, potential embarrassment, and mass emigration.
Firstly, the Group One potential respondents spent most of their lives in
communist society with a stable uniform social environment, and following the changes
both inside of the church and outside of it as the understanding of the model requires is
hard for them.
Secondly, because the communists did not allow Christians to study at the
colleges and universities, most of the Group One potential respondents are undereducated
people who are not used to the analysis, strategic planning, results reflection, and
systematic approach to the ministry for which the model is designed.
Thirdly, because the initial study demonstrates failures of the postcommunist
ministries, the Group One potential respondents may feel the analysis of the situation as a
threat to their traditional approach, an accusation of failure or even offense, and are
embarrassed to respond.
Finally, not many people who meet the requirements for the Group One
potential respondents are left in the country because most of them emigrated to the West
as soon as communism collapsed.
Difference in the Model Visualization Rating
Considering the general resemblance of the results of the rating of the model
aspects by Group Two and Group Three both in the descending sequence and in the
values (Tables 4.5 and 4.6, p. 102), one can see a shocking difference is discovered in the
way the groups rate the visualization of the model. While Group Two gives that aspect of
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the model the highest rating, 9.50 (as well as respondent A of the supposed Group One
does), Group Three gives it the lowest rating of all (7.17).
That outcome is even more surprising in light of the way the respondents explain
the aspect weakness as gender oriented—they are afraid the fuel analogy is hard for the
ladies to understand. If that reason were the only factor for consideration, one should
expect absolutely opposite results: Female drivers were the rare exception in the country
in the times of communism and right after it, but they are a more common phenomena in
the last decade. Therefore, the critique of the analogy as being gender oriented by the
respondents who have been more than ten years in the ministry (Group Two and
supposed Group One) would be more natural, while in fact they do appreciate the
visualization of the model the most of other aspects regardless.
After the discussion of the paradox with the Research Reflection Team, I came to
the conviction that the respondents who are in the ministry more than ten years do not
consider the female audience at all. They are accustomed to exclusively male leadership
in the church and missions, and, as a result, they are comfortable with the supposedly
gender-oriented analogy. Thus, the study proves again how much the understanding of
new ideas depends on one’s worldview. If persons’ worldview does not have room for
female ministry, they do not see at all the potential gender problems the model may have.
That result shows that the post-perestroika generation of Ukrainian Christian leaders is
less gender biased compared to their predecessors but is not free of the gender prejudices
completely. They are ready to consider a lady maintaining a ministry, but not ready to
consider her maintaining a vehicle yet.
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Dependence of the Model Appreciation on the Main Occupation
The study revealed a considerable difference between appreciations of the model
by field missionaries and local ministers. The respondents who spend most of their time
in the mission fields characterized by traditionally non-Christian (Islamic and Taoist)
cultural environment appreciate the model unconditionally, while the respondents mostly
occupied at the local pastoral and educational offices treat it more reservedly.
I would explain the difference in the rating of the model in general and its
particular aspects by field missionaries and local pastors by the way they feel the
challenges of the situation and the need for change in the mission field. The felt needs of
the field missionaries are far from the pastors who teach at the church, which explains the
distressing growth of separation between the mission work and church life in the country.
In general, differences in the extent of the model appreciation by the national Christian
ministries leaders depending on their ministry experience and main occupation
discovered by the study, actually tell more about those leaders than about the model.
Recommendations
The confirmation of the relevance of the researcher-developed explanatory model
of the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society forces me to admit
that the twentieth century traditional methods of spreading the good news did not produce
the expected harvest in the long run. The seed “fell on rocky places, where it did not have
much soil. It sprang up quickly, because the soil was shallow. But when the sun came up,
the plants were scorched, and they withered because they had no root” (Mark 4:5-6). The
soil was not prepared for planting (see Appendix B), and the sprouts were not rooted in
the biblical worldview properly. In the transformed social environment, the traditional
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methods were not biblical anymore. The methodological crisis the church faces in
postcommunst society involves both the traditional method’s failure and the new
methods’ shortcomings.
Traditional Methods Failure
The extent of the reliability of the model revealed by the study confirms the
validity of the hypothesis based on the literature review and the initial study (Chapter 2)
that the failure of the mass evangelism campaign in Ukraine and other former Soviet
Union countries after the communism collapse is the result of the methodological crisis
the Church, in general, and the Eastern European church, in particular, faced at the end of
the twentieth century.
New Methods’ Shortcomings
Both the outcome of the postcommunist awakening revealed in the literature
review and the initial study, and the confirmation by study of the reliability of the
researcher-developed model on the worldview transformation in the region demonstrates
that the revision of the methods of evangelism that are not working anymore is required.
That revision could potentially go in two directions. First, right on the surface of the
problem, the evil age of rushing after everything new inspires the church for development
of the newest methods. Maybe they would be not be biblical either, but “strong or stark or
courageous” (Lewis 8). The false approach of imposing God discussed in Chapter 2 is
especially dangerous in the context of rising consumerism. The majority of the suggested
“strong or stark or courageous” methods of evangelism reek of marketplace promotional
technologies. Evangelism is becoming not about salvation of the lost and the gift of
eternal life as much as it is about recruiting the largest number possible of followers into
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an organization. Programs and methods (often manipulative ones) become the center of
attention, not the person and the news, not the Savior and the one who needs salvation.
The evangelized ones are of no importance to the evangelist; they become considered an
impersonal object of evangelism.
The endless run of catching everything new is not a novelty actually. It does not
vary much from the interests of the ancient Athenians who “spent their time doing
nothing but talking about and listening to the latest ideas” (Acts 17:21).
Return to the Biblical Methods for Worldview Persuasion
The Bible gives to the Church a mandate for worldview persuasion in evangelism
within certain methodological limitations and under the guidance of Holy Spirit. The
Scripture provides the model for proper evangelism both in the ministry of Jesus and of
the apostles, incarnational by its very nature, as well as involves logical persuasive
elements and the tests for truth application as discussed in Chapter 2.
If twentieth-century traditional methods of evangelism do not bring fruit, perhaps
they are no longer biblical, at least in that culture. They were proper biblical applications
and worked well in the time and culture in which they were developed, but the transport
of its appearance into a different worldview environment separates those methods from
their biblical origin.
For instance, in the cultures where making a decision does involve the worldview
persuasion element traditionally and resonates with the concept of MFTBNOJB, a radical
change of thinking, a traditional call for making the decision for Jesus does reflect
biblical requirement of the response from one who hears the good news. In the cultures
with worldviews grounded in relativism and where decision making is based on personal
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preferences of what is better instead of admitting what is right, the emotional factor
becomes exaggerated. The emotional part of the conversion is important, but as one can
see from Scripture, the decision is made sometimes despite the emotional tendency (e.g.,
John 6:68).
The return to the biblical principles of worldview persuasion is vital, and the
greatest lesson that the Scripture provides is that both Jesus and the apostles always
addressed each person individually, on the current level of that person.
Postscript
The study provided a sufficient confirmation for the researcher-developed
explanatory model of the worldview transformation in postcommunist Ukrainian society.
It supports the conclusion on the fruits to which spreading of the faith can lead when the
worldview persuasion through challenging one’s values and beliefs dimension is missing.
The Fruits
The mass invasion into the missionary field of the former Soviet Union with the
traditional methods was analogical to the roofing over the place where not even a
foundation pit existed yet. All available resources were aimed on the numerical harvest,
but as presented in Chapter 2, the fruits the church is reaping now are not the fruits of the
good news but on the approach where believers without radical change of the worldview
are not prepared to give BPOLOHJB, the answer (1 Pet. 3:15), but thus themselves are
BNBPOLOHITOV, without excuse (Rom. 1:20).
The Ukraine is a post-atheistic society now, as well as other former Soviet Union
countries. After several generations of systematically imposed godlessness, the majority
of people still believe that the Bible is a collection of fairy tales, myths, and legends and
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that Christianity is just a one of various popular beliefs, which is not worse and maybe
not better than others. People have come to know from experience that atheism is a deadend road to nowhere. This stronghold has collapsed, and various false beliefs rushed
immediately to fill the crater of emptiness that remained after it, resulting in a mass
fascination with formal religion as well as with the occult, magic, and variegated oriental
spiritual practices.
Construction workers know that if the foundation pit is flooded with runoff water,
they cannot lay a foundation until they have pumped the water out. Presenting the good
news as a certain alternative ideology, instead of trying to solve the problem at the level
of worldview, evangelists boil down the transition to Christianity to memorizing some
doctrinal formulas: Christians believe this and this; who does not believe the same—the
one should be declared an anathema on. Capitalizing on the majority of believers’ lack of
clear and accurate ideas about Christian worldview basic elements, the evil one goes all
out to convince people that the Word of God is compatible with other beliefs, that is,
superstitions. As a result, false ideas rejected by the church for two thousand years today
are accepted by the postcommunist believers as a matter of fact, and sometimes are even
preached from church pulpits.

The Challenge
Build a skyscraper by gradually remodeling a dilapidated log cabin is
impossible—the foundation will not be able to support it. Before building something
new, the old needs to be destroyed. Of course creating is more pleasant than rake away
piles of rubble, but this dirty work is the guarantee of a successful building project in the
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long run. If a foundation pit is not available in the first place, no strong foundation is,
either; the rain will come and rivers will rise up, winds will blow, and the house will be
destroyed. For this reason the ministry of the worldview persuasion is so important,
especially in the present situation, when the fuel tank is empty, and the Church needs to
catch up with what is lost.
Twenty years ago peoples of the Soviet Union experienced an amazing exodus
from the Egypt of communism into the desert of democracy. They are halfway through,
and the national churches are responsible for bringing the next generation into the
Promised Land of the kingdom. The atheistic state monopoly on education had hardened
and paved the soil of the people’s worldview during three generation of communism,
however, and fixing it is not an easy task, especially keeping in mind that the textbooks
are the same, making sure that only the communist slogans are removed. The teachers of
the teachers of those who teach Ukrainian children in the schools now never heard any
other ideas, and development of an alternative private system of education will take much
more than a decade or two, especially a Christian one in a pagan society suspicious of
any religious claim of exclusiveness.
Foreseeing a similar situation half a century ago, C. S. Lewis put into the mouth
of his literary character, an experienced demon, a declaration, that very soon “[w]e
[demons] shall no longer have to plan and toil to spread imperturbable conceit and
incurable ignorance among men. The little vermin will do it for us. Of course, this would
not follow unless all education became state education” (168). The Soviets made
Screwtape’s dream come true. The seed of the Word of God falls on the rocky soil of
postcommunist state atheism and sprouts up fast, because the ground is not deep, but the
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expected harvest dried out with very few real fruit produced. Now one can tell a person
about God, but withno strong foundation laid, if the soil is not prepared, if the obstacles
are not removed, one should not be surprised that faith has become so shallow in these
days.
The evil one wages a constant war with the truth. Often it is a mine war, a spy
war, a guerilla war. He will not calm down until the very end. The task of the Ukrainian
church is to oppose his intrigues, transform the soil spoiled by the father of lies during the
decades of communist slavery, prepare it for planting the seeds in a way that it could
produce a proper harvest.
The Story
Hearing a piece of good news, everyone hurries to pass it on to others, to be the
first one to tell it, because to share good news is the greatest joy. The same is much more
true for good news of Christ, the best news one could ever pass on. Nevertheless, any
message has meaning only in the context, and if the context is not known, the news itself
loses its significance. For instance, the news that a baby is born is really a pleasant piece
of news, but the listener does not know how pleasant it is without some background
information: where it was born, to whom, when, and what distinguishes him or her from
others. The words, “for to us a child is born” (Isa. 9:6), tell nothing if the listener is not
acquainted with the rest of the story.
The Christian worldview is rooted in the story. Not without reason, a good old
Christian hymn says, “Tell me the old, old story.” The good news is a whole story. It
includes the story on the creation of the perfect world, on the Fall, on the covenant, on
Jesus Christ’s death and resurrection. Only through the context of that story can one
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adopt a biblical worldview, and from that story one can see what God expects from him
or her personally.
Like reading just the table of contents of a book does not replace reading the book
itself, in the same way a short summary of the good news does not make one comprehend
the good news. Any condensed form of the gospel, for instance the “Four Spiritual Laws”
or “The Bridge,” can only be a preface or prologue to the good news, but will never be
able to replace it, will not give listeners a chance to live it through and feel its
magnificent simplicity, and will not result in a changed worldview. “[F]aith comes from
hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ” (Rom. 10:17).
No one can say that compressed statements of the good news are illegitimate. Paul
often uses them in his letters to remind the disciples the essence of the gospel (e.g., 1 Cor.
15:3-7; Phil. 2:6-11; 1 Tim. 3:16), but they are not the only contents of his sermon. At
first glance, depending on the audience, Paul appeared to preach different ideas, but when
one takes a broader look, the apostle always tells one and the same story. He just shows
its different parts to different listeners. As described in Chapter 2, following the example
of the Lord, Paul always starts with the place of the story that is well-known to his
audience and then continues to give them exactly as much as they can take in. As in a
jigsaw puzzle, one can put together a full version of the gospel according to Paul from
different pieces of this story—sermons written down in the book of Acts of the Apostles.
The story is told in its fullness by the combination of the sermons written down by Luke
to the Gentiles in Athens (17:22-31), Jews in Antioch of Pisidia (13:16-41), and to the
faithful in Melitus (20:18-35), finding out every time how far the listeners have explored
that story.
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The study confirmed the reliability of the model on the worldview transformation
in postcommunist Ukraine in general and forces me to adopt its ramifications. Traditional
methods of evangelism during the awakening were engaged in telling only the last part of
the biblical story, reducing the cosmic drama to its happy end only. People who do not
know the beginning of the story cannot appreciate that end; they cannot see what is happy
about it. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the good news does not make sense without
comprehending the bad news. The cosmology of Genesis is foundational for a biblical
worldview in general and for the gospel of Jesus Christ in particular.
The lack of the worldview dimension in evangelism led to the most widely spread
mistake made by the church in Ukraine, a shift of the focus, when the Good News turns
from something that the perishing person needs to hear into something that the evangelist
needs to share. The difference does not seem that big, but still it is dangerous: in that very
way the church forgets about those for whose sake it is doing its triune ministry—“the
ministry of [original emphasis] Jesus Christ, the Son, to [original emphasis] the Father
through [original emphasis] Holy Spirit, for the sake of the church and the world”
(Seamands 15). That loss of focus turns ministers into doers, witnesses into agitators.
If the concern of the church in Ukraine is not with being busy with something
important but with the fate of people who are not reconciled to their Creator, then it ought
to go back to the biblical methods of preaching the good news. It should restore the
missing link of worldview persuasion in accordance with the evangelism methods of
Jesus, of the apostles and of the early Christians, who, after all “lived in a world more
relativist and more pluralist than our own” (Green 21). The persuaders should find out
what level of relationship with God the person with whom they communicate has; what
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part of the gospel he or she has already received and accepted; and, rejecting their own
ideas, habits, and traditions, should talk with people using the categories of their notions,
concepts, values, and priorities:
Perhaps—if we have the courage to face into this future rather than
hankering after a fading past, if we resist short-term strategies and prepackaged answers, if we learn to be cross-cultural missionaries in our own
society, and if we can negotiate the next forty years—whatever culture
emerges from the ruins of Christendom might offer tremendous
opportunities for telling and living out the Christian story in a society
where this is largely unknown. (Williams 4)
Only through the restoration of the worldview persuasion element, the missing dimension
of evangelism, will the church be able to be God’s transformational agent in the fallen
world, to share in the blessings of the gospel (1 Cor. 9:23), to become a part of great
redemptive story and to bring to the Lord’s throne a rich harvest of people saved by him.
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APPENDIX A
The Postcommunist Worldview Transformation Model
Evaluation Questionnaire
Dear brother,
We highly appreciate your opinion on the people’s worldviews transformation
model in the former Soviet Union after the communist system collapse (Golovin Сергей.
Мировоззрение [Worldview]. Симферополь, Украина: ДиАйПи, 2008) and would be
glad to have your response to the following questions:
1. Biblical Grounding of the Model
1.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) the biblical grounding of the model, i.e.,
how much the role of worldview persuasion in evangelism as well the classification of
the basic worldviews the model is built on corresponds both to the immediate texts used
for its development and the general context of Scripture?
1.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful elements of the
biblical grounding of the model?
1.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable elements of the biblical
grounding of the model?
2. Reliability of the Model
2.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) to what extent the model reflects the
actual processes of the worldview transformation in the former Soviet Union after the
communist system collapse?
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2.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful in the way the
model reflects the actual processes of the worldview transformation in the former Soviet
Union after the communist system collapse?
2.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable in the way the model
reflects the actual processes of the worldview transformation in the former Soviet Union
after the communist system collapse?
3. Visualization of the Model
3.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) to what extent the fuel analogy helps the
understanding of the processes of the worldview transformation in the former Soviet
Union after the communist system collapse, i.e., is it more helpful for clarification of the
model understanding (up to ten) or more confusing and/or misleading (down to one)?
3.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful in the fuel
analogy?
3.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable in the fuel analogy?
4. Particular Practical Value of the Model
4.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) a practical value of the model for the
development of appropriate evangelism methods for the postcommunist societies?
4.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful elements of the
practical value of the model for the development of appropriate evangelism methods for
the postcommunist societies?
4.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable elements of the practical
value of the model for the development of appropriate evangelism methods for the
postcommunist societies?
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5. General Practical Value of the Model
5.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) the extent to which the model could be
applied in general toward evangelism in the societies with plural worldviews?
5.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful elements of the
practical value of the model for world evangelism in general in the societies with plural
worldviews?
5.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable elements of the practical
value of the model for world evangelism in general in the societies with plural
worldviews?
6. Educational Value of the Model
6.1. How much would you rate (1 to 10) a value of the model for educational
purpose, i.e., how helpful could it be for the teaching, training, and equipping
missionaries, evangelists, and church planters for effective evangelism in various
worldview contexts?
6.2. What would you consider as important, strong, and insightful elements of the
value of the model for teaching, training, and equipping missionaries, evangelists, and
church planters for effective evangelism in various worldview contexts?
6.3. What would you consider as weak or questionable elements of the value of
the model for teaching, training, and equipping missionaries, evangelists, and church
planters for effective evangelism in various worldview contexts?
7. Feedback
(Please skip any of the following questions if they undermine security of your ministry,
your family, or yourself in any potential way)
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7.1. What is your name?
7.2. What is your ministry position?
7.3. When did you become involved in the ministry?
7.4. Would you recommend any other person whose opinion on the issues
discussed above you consider valuable for the survey?
7.5. Do you need any additional clarification or discussion to give a proper
answer on the issues above? Please do not hesitate to contact us if you do.
7.6. What is your contact information?

We highly appreciate your involvement and opinion. Your answers will be kept
confidential.
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APPENDIX B
The Grain Growers (A Parable)
The following researcher-composed parable provides an analogy that serves as
an illustration to the process describing the history and dynamics of the post-communist
Great Avakening in the former Soviet Union (see pp. 23, 126).
Once upon a time, in a land far away, there lived a cruel king. In the ruler’s mind,
cruelty was synonymous with discipline and was therefore viewed as a virtue that was to
be highly esteemed, so he ordered all of his people to be as cruel as possible. The king
also believed that eating nothing but meat would somehow encourage the spread of
cruelty throughout his kingdom. Bread, he thought, softened one’s character and was
consequently outlawed altogether. The king’s criers even shouted constantly about the
harmful effects of bread, while touting meat’s benefits, in all of the city squares.
The people themselves, who were mainly mountain dwellers, remained faithful to
the king. Although life without bread was hard at times, most folks still believed what
they heard, and they always upheld the law. Some, however, clearly understood the
importance of bread. They tilled small plots of land, fertilized and watered the soil,
harvested the crops, and then shared bread with those in need. These brave farmers risked
their lives daily for the sake of others.
At the foot of the mountains were plush green valleys. Skilled grain growers lived
in them. Their land was very fertile and brought forth abundant harvests each year. The
inhabitants of the valleys were accustomed to eating bread, so seeing bread on one's table
was no surprise to a guest. They loved baking blueberry or cinnamon muffins, croissants
filled with jam, and chocolate chip cookies, and they were well aware of mountain-
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dwellers’ problems. They even wanted to help them. Sadly, they could not because all
roads leading up the mountains were closed.
Years passed, and the old king eventually died, allowing the old restrictions to be
lifted. The grain growers from the valleys went up to help their neighbours joyfully. They
asked the mountainous people: “How can we help you now?” “We need lots of grain to
grow rich fields all over the mountains,” they replied. The skilled grain-growers
immediately provided tons of grain, and the work got underway. Amazed by such an
impressive beginning, the local farmers left their small lots and joined the great
transformation.
When the fields had all but covered the mountains, the skilled grain growers
asked the local farmers if there was anything else they could do to help them. The
farmers indicated that granaries were needed for storing future crops. Right away, the
helpers from the valley began constructing big barns for their neighbours, but the
mountain dwellers were concerned about something. “We’ve never had large harvests
before!” That led the valley workers to open agricultural schools, where they taught
harvesting methods. Again, the skilled valley workers asked how they could further assist
their neighbours. “Well,” came back the reply, “we’ll need bakeries to make muffins and
croissants, just like in the valleys.”
The people of the valleys worked hard, sharing their skills with their neighbors.
All of this new activity was so exciting to the farmers of the mountains, that they began
neglecting their own small plots of land. The farmers stopped working on them, ridding
them of the rocks in the soil, and watering them. Everybody was so focused on the
coming harvest. Soon, the mountains were brimming over with new crops, and the
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visitors, beaming with a sense of accomplishment, began departing for other lands where
their assistance was required.
The happiness in the mountains did not last long. The grain growers from the
valleys knew nothing about the mountainous agriculture. As a result, almost all of the
seeds that were sown “fell on the rocky places, where they did not have much soil; and
immediately they sprang up, because they had no depth of soil,” and then “because of not
having any root were dried up.” The people of the mountains soon grew tired of cookies.
Hence, they resorted to exhausting themselves, maintaining that meat was indeed the only
healthy food available. Though the farmers were neither persecuted nor punished in any
way, they were still ignored by most, and grain growing was, again, merely seen as a
futile and foreign exercise.
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